


Proud Monster
lf this is your first llffi wargame, read this box first.

Don't try ïomemorize these rules! No one does that. Wargame rules are written to

cÍeate game systems that simulate the realities of military command as much as

possible. As youplay the game, you'lI find things mo,ve along accordingto a real-world

tird of tnythm. After a few turns, that rhythm will become second-nature, and you

won't need to refer to the rules as often.
Read the rules through in their entirety at least once before you punch out the

playing pieces. During play, look up specific rules when you need to, and use a pen or

trigf,ngt"rt"r to make notes and reminders to yourself at places that give you trouble.-Thà 
rules are numbered to help you find the ones you need. The first number

indicates the major rules section. The number to the right oÍ the decimal point indicates

specific rules within each major section. For example, section 2.0 deals generally with

theuses of thevariouscomponents thatmake upa complete game, andrule 2.14 within

that section explains specificatly about "Step Strength'"
The bold-type headings are there to help you locate major topics more quickly, The

boxed ,,Notes,' distributed throughout the text give examples of play or explain the

rationales behind various rules. In your first reading, skip those labeled "Old Hands

Notes."
This is a wargame of low-to-intermediate complexity. That means you canleam to

play it on yo.r, o*tr, ",ren iÍ you and your opponent are completely new.to the hobby.

Like starting anything new, though, the best way to get into wargaming is have an old

hand help you. If an experienced gamer is available to instruct yorL use him,.

During your first few matches of the game, skip the rules and sections marked with

this symbol Q. That way you won't get the full competitive or historical experience of

playing with all the ruleó,butyou wiibeco-"u...rrto*"d to therhythm andflow,and

that will make playing later with all the rules easier.
Most of all, remember - the rutin reason to play these games is to haae t'un.If there's

some rule or section you're not sure you completely understand, don't let it throw you.

Talk it over with your opponent and play it according to your best understanding at

the time. Later on, after your gaming experience has increased and new understand-
ings come to you, you can look back on those earlier matches an d have entertaining and

mánly exchanges like this: "Heyt Remember that last game where you beat me?! Well,

thatwouldr/t'vehappenedif we'dbeen doingthose attacks therightway!" And, "Oh,

yeah?! Well, sit down here and I'll clean yer clock agarn!"
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1.0 lnEoduclion
L.lProud Monster: The Barbarossa Campaign

is a simulation of the first six months of the

1 941-45 RusseGermanWar. This is a twe

or multillayer strategic / operationai war-

game of low-intermediate complexity. In

it, the "German player" controls all the

Axis forces arrayed against the Soviet

Union, while the "Soviet player" controls

the armed forces of that country.

1.2 Multi-Player Garnes. The game can

easiiy be played by four people, two to

each side, by using the map seam as the

individuals' command boundaries. It's

best, though, to have one player on each

side be the "senior commander." That will

allow for more rapid decision making con-

cerning such matters as reinÍorcement al-

Iocations, overall strategy, etc, and to adju-

dicate "disputes" across the command

boundary.

1.3 In general, the German player (along

with his allied Italian, Romanian, Hungar-

ian, Croat, French, and Spanish units) is on.

the offensive, attempting to crush the So-

viet Union in a lightning campaign lasting

no longer than six months. He accom-

plishes thatby seizing key population and

economic centers within the western part

of the USSR.
The Soviet player, though generally on

the defensive, mustbe prepared to make it

an aggressive one, or risk defeat by allow-

ing a rapid Axis advance that can bring on

a Communist political and morale col-

lapse.

1.4 Game Scale. Each hex on the two maps

represents approximately 20 miles from

side to opposite side.
The units of both sides are represented

primarily at the division level, but there

are also a few corps, brigades, regiments

and independent battalions in the counter

mix.
Each full game turn except the first

represents two weeks. The first turn repre-

sents only the eight days from the invasion's

historical start (22 June) to the end of that

month.
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The Barbarossa Gampaign
2.0 Game Gomponents
2.1The components to a complete game of
Proud Monster include these rules, two
34x22" garne maps, one cardstock chart
and table sheet, and 959 die-cut counters
(also referred to as "units," and "unit

counters"). Players must also provide
themselves with a standard (six*sided) die
to resolve combat.

Beginners Note. The die has nothing to
do with moving units; it's used to re-

solve theuncertainties inherent in even
the best-planned battles. See section
1.4.0.

Design Note. The 960th unit in the
countermix is a variant counter for the
Lee's Greatest Gamble garnepttblished in
issue no. 17.

2.2The Game Maps represent the militar-
ily significant terrain found in and around
the western Soviet Union in 7941.. A hex-

agonal ("hex") grid is printed over the
maps to regulate the placement and move-
ment of units. A unit is considered to be in

only one hex at any one time. Each hex

contains natural and/or manmade terrain
features that can affect the movement of
units and combatbetweenunits. The natu-
ral terrain and manmade structures on the
map have had their boundaries altered
slightly to fit within the hex grid, but the
relationships between the terrain from hex
to hex are accurate to the degree necessary
forpresenting players withthe same space/
timedilemmasfacedbytheirhistoriccoun-
terparts in the actual campaign.

2.3 North & South Maps. Every hex on
both maps has a unique, four-digit identi-
fication number. These are provided to
help you find places more quickly and to

allow you to record unit positions if a
match has to be interrupted beÍore it can be
completed. Whenever a hex-number is
referred to on the north map, an "N" will
be appended to it. South map hex refer-
ences will have an "5" following them. For
example, the city of Leningrad is in hex
4201N, while Odessa is in 25125.

2.4 Assembling the Maps. Before piaying
your Íirst match of Proud Monster, you
should prepare the maps for play by first

counter-folding them along all their seams.
Notice the southern-most hex row on the
north map duplicates the terrain of the
northern-most hex row on the south map.
To create the actual playing map, overlap
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and align those two hex
maps.

rows on both The Soviet Side

After aligning the two maps' edge rows
as described above, fasten them together
temporarily, either with small pieces of
masking tape at the corners and cuter edges,
or with larger strips of clear, remoaable
plastic tape across the entire overlap bound-
ary. (Removable plastic tape is available
through art supply stores.)

2.5 Seating. To begin, the German player(s)
should sit along the joined maps' west
edge, with the Soviet(s) opposite. After
play begins, the action will eventually
sweep across most of the map. It's there-
fore best if the combined mapsheets are
positioned in a room in such a way as to
allow all the players the ability to move
around them as needed in order to attend
to the changing and far-f lung front.

2.6 Counters. There are 959 unit counters
in the game, most of which represent com-
bat units. A few others are provided as
informational markers and memory aids.
After reading through these rules at least one
time, careÍuLly punch out the counters.
Trimming off the "dog ears" on their cor-
ners with a fingernail ciipper will facilitate
handling and stacking during play (and

also enhances their appearance).
Each combat unit counter displays sev-

eral pieces of information: nationality, his-

torical identiÍication, unit type and size,
combat strengths, movement allowance,
and reinforcement or other special status.
German panzer and motorized infantry
divisions also show their step-strength.

2.7 Sample Combat Unit.

Turn oÍ Entry- Unit Type

Historicol lD

Movement
FocÍor

Step Sïrength

Attock
Foctor

. DeÍense Foctor

2.8 Nationality. Aunit's nationality-and
therefore the "side" it's on - is indicated
by its color scheme.

The German Side
German Mechanized Units: white on

biack
German Non-Mechanized Units: black

on field gray
Hungarian Fast Corps: white on green
Italian Units: black on green
Romanian Units: white on dark biue

Tank Divisions: white on red
Motorized Divisions: black on gold
Cavalry: brown on white
Rifle Divisions: gold on brown
Tank and Mechanized Rifle Brigades:

black on pink
Rifle Brigades: black on tan
Guards: white on brown

2.9 Historical Identification. All units are
identified by numbers, or by abbreviations
of their historical name. The abbreviations

The German Side
ArKo - Artillery Command
Cr - Croat
FG - Fegelein
FL - Flanders
Fr - French Volunteer
G - Guard
CD - Gross Deutschland
GR - Grancieri
HF - Hungarian Fast Corps

J - Jàger
3lN - 3 January Blackshirt Legion
L - Lehr
SS - Schutzstaffel
Sp - Spanish "Blue" Division

The Soviet Side
CM - Crimean Militia
GM - Guards Militia
IM - Ivanovo Militia
KM-KievMilitia
KRM - Kremenchug Militia
LM - Leningrad Mil i t ia
M - Militia
MM - Moscow Militia
OM - Odessa Militia
SM - Smolensk Militia
STM-Stalino Miiitia
\44 - Vorishilovgrad Militia
YM - Yaroslav Militia

Design Note. The GM 'Guards Mili-
tia" are not part oí the Guards units
discussed in 8.11. The "GM" title ap-
pearing on those one-step Soviet rifle
divisions is mereiy an honorific left to
those units from their service in the
Russian Civil War. Whenever Soviet
"Cuards" units are discussed in these
rules, it refers to those two-step units
introduced in 8.11.

2.10 Unit Size. Units' historical organíza-
tional sizes are shown by the following
symbols. A bracket atop the size symbol
means the unit is an ad hoc or irregular
formation.

3

Unit Size
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Design Note. I:r the German O.B. there

"r" tsf SS urra 2nd SS Motoriwdlnfantry
Diaisions,along with 1.st SS andZnd SS

Motorized Infantry Brigades. All four are

sepaÍate and distinct units-

XXX - Corps
XX - Division
X - Brigade
III - Regiment
II - Battalion

2.11Unit Types' All ground combat units

belong to one of two basic categories:

Mechanized ("Mech"), or Non-mecha-

nized ("Non-mech"). Mechanized units

are those whose primary means of loco-

motion is provided by wheeled and/or

tracked vehicles. Non-Mechanized units

are those whose primary means of loco-

motion is provided by legs, human and

animal. This distinction is important for

both movement and combat (see sections

12.0,14.0 and 15.0).

Mechqnized Unils

@l Assoult Gun

@l Armored Recon

frf Motorized Flok

@ Tonk/Ponzer

ffi vototited lnfoniry/Rifle

Non-mechonized Unils

R nit Londing lnfoniry

Z covatry

il Fortr.r, Infontry

Xl tnfontry/Rifle

ffi tisnt Infontry

E Mochinegun

Efl vountoin InÍontry

EE ruovotlnfontry

E porotroopers

E Security Troops

EI sl.g. AriillerY

E stoti. InÍontrv

oara-drops. Likewise note that Soviet'Nrft 
grigàdrt,ome in three fypes (Rifle,

Naval, and Paratrooper) once revealed'
All are shown as simply "Rifle" on their

r.rntried sides (see 2.15), and all three of

the sub-types fi:nction as just that -

regular rifle outfits - during play. The

sub-types are shown simply to serve
strict historical accuracy in nomencla-
ture; during thispartof the war allsuch
brigades functioned virtually identi-
cally. (ïhe Soviets orrlybeganlarge scale
para-drops on what would be Game
Turn 13, II December.)

Q Historical Note' The start of this

campaigncaughtthe Sovietmechanized
forces about a quarter of the waY
through a conversion and modemiza-
tionpiocess. For the "Motorized Rifle"
diviJions, that meant some began the
war designated that way, while others
were chlsified as "Mechanized." ïn

practice, both categories tended to be

iust what you'd think they were: truck-

bome infantry outfits. Thus we've de-
picted all those divisions as "Motorized

Rïfle" on their counters. Feel free to use

eilher term when referring to them-

2.15 Soviet Untried Units. Note that all

Soviet units in the game-except for the 15

Guards - contain onJy one step each'

Their reverse sides show ordy a question

mark, a unit type, and movement factor.

All non-Guards Soviet units begin the

game, or enter playlater as reinforcements,

with their untried (question mark) side

showing and neither player knowing ex-

actly what's on the reverse. Such "untried"

units are not flipped over (thus revealing

their exact combat strengths) until the first

time they enter combat (attacking or de-

fending). Once revealed, such units are

considered 
"fiíed," and are never flipped

back to the "untried" side while they re-

main in play. For details see 3.5.

Design Note. The countermix has been
put together so that other than German
panzer and motorized inÍantry divi-
sions, with thei.r substitute counters,
and Soviet rifle divisions, no unit

counter ever makes more than one ap-
pearance per game. Other than the
above,once in the deadpile, aunit stays
inthe deadpile. This featurewill greatly
ease putting the game away iÍyou take
newly eliminated units from the map
and put them directly into a storage
bags, segregated bY unit tYPe.

2.16 Steps & Combat. \Á/hen units of these

sizes are are "eliminated" in game play, it

doesn't mean every individual within them

hasbeenkilled. Itmeansenoughcasualties

and equipment losses have been suffered

to render them useless for further opera-

tions during the course of the game.

If a two-step unit "takes a step loss," it

is flipped over so its reduced side (the one

with the lower combat and movement

values) shows. If a one-step unit (or a two-

stepper that had already been "reduced")

takes a step loss, it's removed from the

map (eliminated) andplaced inthe "dead-

pile." The same step-by-step attritionpro-

cess is used for the four-step German

parrzer and motorized infantry divisions;

substitute the lower-valued counter on

the map when such units take their third

step loss.

2.17 German-Side Reinf orcements. Units

of the German side that enter the campaign

some time after it's already begun have the

game turn number for that entry printed in

their upper-left comers. For instance, the

German 2nd Panzer Diuision enters player

during Game Turn 7 (II September). See

3.6 and8.1f f .
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Design Note. For both sides in this

lu*i utu p*utroopeÍ and air landing
symbols are simply honorifics; treat

them like regular infantry; there are no

2.12 Attack & Defense Factors are the

measures of a unit's abilify to conduct

offensive and defensive combat operations.

Their uses are explained in section 14.0.

2.1-3 Movement Factor. This number is a

measure of a unit's ability to move across

the hex grid printed on the map. Units pay

varied movement costs to enter different

hexes, based on the terrain in them and

along the hexsides around them, and the

moving unit's type (see section 12.0).

2.1,4 Step Strength. All ground units in the

game containbetween one and four "steps"

(or "strength steps"). That's an arbitrary

term used to express the ability of a unit to

absorb a certain amount of combat losses

before being eliminated' Most units in the

game contain only one or two strength

steps. Those with combat factors printed

only on one side of their counter are "one-

step units;" those with combat factors

printed onboth sides are "two-step units. "

German panzer and motorized infan-

try Dioisions contain four strength steps

and are representedby two counters' Only

one of each units' counters may be in play

at any one time. The lower-valued ones

are substituted for the higher-values as

the divisions takelosses (see 8.18 and 14'35).



The BarbaÍossa Gampaign
Design Note. Soviet reinJorcements aïe
handled differently (see 3.5 and 8.ff/).

2.18 Other Counters. The use of these other
counters is explained at appropriatepoints
throughout the rest of the rules.

table, sort all the remainingSoviet unitsby
type / color, mixing and arranging them on
that flat surface with their untried sides
showing.

Next look at the "Soviet Set Up Table"
(the "SUT," 17.6 on the chart and table
card). The abbreviations used there are:
CD = Cavalry Division; MRD = Motor-
ized Rifle Division; RB = Rifle Brigade; RD
= Rifle Division; and TD = Tank Division.
Note there are no Soviet Tank Brigades
(TB) or Motorized Rifle Brigades (MRB) in
that side's opening set upi ail those units
enter later as reinforcements.

Select the proper number of each type
of Soviet untried units as given on the SUT.
For example, there are a total of nine cav-
alry divisions in the Soviet initial forces.
Then divide each of those types into two
groups: those for the "Frontier Zone" (FZ),
and those for ïhe "lnÍerior Zone" (IZ). For
example, of the nine starting Soviet cav-
alry divisions, five willbe set up in the FZ,
and the four others will go to the IZ.

Be careful to do all this without either
player seeing the tried sides of any of the
Soviet units.

3.3 The Soviet Frontier Zone consists of
those hexes in and west of 22xxN,/S hex-
row . For example, hex 2210N is in the FZ;
hex 2310N is in the IZ. T|re Soviet player
may place his FZ units an)'where in that
zone within normal stacking limits (see
section 6.0). However. at least one FZunrt
mustoccupyeveryborderhexfrom2006N
to 17035, inclusive. Along the border from
18045 to 27145, orly one unit in every-
other-hex is mandatory. Also, all three
large towns in the FZ must have at least
one unit in them. (The Soviet may exceed
these stricfures, but he may not undercut
them.)

3.4 The Soviet Interior Zone consists of
hexrows 23xxN/S and east, inclusive. The
Soviet player may place his IZ units any-
where in thatzone within normal stacking
limits (see section 6.0). However, at least
onelZunitmustoccupyeverycityhexand
large town hex in the IZ. Further, every
hexrow of the lZ must have at least four
units in them. For example, somewhere
(anywhere) within the long hexrow
42xxN/S that runs from Leningrad down
through Kharkhov, there must be at least

four Soviet units. The two (or more) Soviet
units that will start in Leningrad and
Kharkhov are counted toward their
hexrow's four-unit minimum.

After those IZ set up requirements are
met, the Soviet takes whatever IZ units he
has left and places them anywhere within
that zone up to normal stacking limits.

3.5 Soviet Reinforcements. The Soviet
player should divide his remaining un-
kied units (all those not taken as part of the
initial set up forces) and the Guard units
according to the reinforcement schedule
given in 17.6 on the chart and table card.
For example, onGame Turn 10 (II Novem-
ber), the Soviet player will receive two
cavalry divisions, 1 rifle brigade,20 rifle
divisions, and one tank division as rein-
forcements. He will also convert one regu-
lar tankbrigadetoGuards status (see8.11).

Place each game turn's reinÍorcements
directly into the appropriate holding box
printed alongthebottom of the southmap.
(Again taking care not to reveal any tried
sides to either player.) The Soviet side is
now set up and ready to begin play.

3.6 German Reinforcements. The German
player should begin setting up by separat-
ing his side's reinforcement units from the
starting units . Cerman-side reinforcement
units are all those with a game furn num-
ber printed in their upper-left corners. For
example, the Cerman 7th Parachufe Diui-
sloi'r is a reinforcement unit that enters play
during Game Tum 6 (I September). Place
all those reinforcement units in the appro-
priate holdingboxes along the mapsheet's
far south edge.

Design Note. There are no "untried"

German*side units; that concept only
applies to Soviet units.

3.7 German Starting Forces are the units
remaining once the reinforcements have
beenplaced ft ut see 8.21 & 14.41). Once the
Sovietplayer is done withhis side's set up,
all the German-side starting forces are
placed in the narrow hex field printed to
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Soviet Ground Germon Victory Points
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3.0 Set Up E Hex Gonfol
3.1Choose Sides & SetUp.Players should
first decide between or among themselves
the side each will command. After that,
they should take their side's units and sort
and place them on and around the map
according to the following instructions.

3.2 Soviet Starting Forces. The Soviet
player should first set aside the 15 Cuards
units discussed in 8.11. Then, on some-
thing like a large snack tray(s) or a second
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Design Note. We've crafted these So-
viet set up rules to allow the maximum
latitude compatible with the broad re-
quirements mandated by that nation's
1941 strategy, doctrine, logistics and
transport net. When setting up thelZ,
do work from west to east hexrow by
hexrow, rather thanthinkingintlremore
typical terms of geographic areas. It
reaUy speeds set up that way.

Design Note. \Atrhenreading these rules,
consider "map north" to be the long
edge up by Leningrad; "rt'.ap south"
the one down by the Black Sea, etc.

( r0  4 )

Beginners Note. Set aside all the above
counters except for the Game Tum lrr-
dicator and the German Victory Points
markers. ïhose are the onlv ones vou'll
use m youÍ Play.
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the west of the Sovietborder (1906N, 14035,

etc.) within the following restrictions.
1. Only the HF Corps may be set up in

Hungary.
2. All Romanian units must start in Roma-

nia hexes and/or in the southern OKH
holding area.

3. Up to seven German non-mechanized
divisions and one assault gunbattalion
may also start in Romania and / or in the
southem OKH holding area. (Fewer

may be sent, but not more.)
4. AII other starting German units begin

play either in the narrow hex field to the
west of the Sovietborder within Greater
Germany (1906N-1025N), called the
"Zone of Military Operations" (or
" ZOMO" ), or within the northern OKH
Reserve area (the hexless area within
Greater Germany to the west of the
zoMo).

3.8 Full Step Strength. All Cerman-side
units begin play at their full step strength.
All Soviet starting units are one-steppers.

3.9 Hex Control. In this game the idea of
"hex control" (or which side "owns" which
hexes at any given instant) is only impor-
tant for city and large town hexes. At the
start of play the Cerman doesn't control
any of the towns and cities on the map; the
Soviet controls all of them. The control of a
hex switches from one side to the other
whenever a ground unit from the other
side first enters it. Control switching is
immediate, and may occur and reoccur in

the same hex(es) any number of times dur-
ing play.

4.0HourfrWin
4.1 In general, the German side is on the
offensive, and the mainburden of attack is

squarely on those forces as they strive to

break into the Soviet heartland. More spe-
cifically, to win the game the German must
have control of enough large town and city
hexes at the end of a game turn to give
victory at that instant. The necessary num-
ber of cities and large towns controlled is

expressed as a variable (and steadily ris-
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ing) number of "Victory Points" (VP). Only
the German player gains and loses VP; the
Soviet player attempts to deny him acquir-
ing any.

4.2 City & Large Town VPs. All the cities
and most of the large towns printed on the
map have a VP value (from 1 to 9) printed
near their name on the map and enclosed
in a red circle. For example, Minsk (2817N)

is worth 1 VP; Sevastopol (29195) is worth
2, etc. V\lhenever the Germanplayer's forces
first gain control of such a place, immedi-
ately award him the indicated number of
VPs. If the Soviet player counterattacks
and regains a VP hex, immediately debit
the German player that number of points.
VPs for the same hex(es) may be won and
lostanynumberof times duringthe course
of a game.

Old Hands Note. The supply status of
units controlling VP hexes is immate-
rial in relation to the awarding of those
pomrs.

4.3 Moscow is the only two-hex city in the
game (5017N/5116N). The German must
control both those hexes before he is
awarded that city's nine VP (no 4.5 splits).

Design Note. Use the VP markers pro-
vided in thecourtermix to keep trackof
the German VP total.

4.4 Soviet ZOMO Incursions. At the end
of every game turn, check the Greater Ger-
many ZOMO (nof the Hungarian and Ro-
manian) for the presence of Soviet ground
r.rnits. The German loses one VP for every
Soviet ground unit in the Greater Cerman
ZOll.4O at those times. (Yes, in games
wherein the Cerman commander is par-
ticularly unskilled, this may result in that
side running a negative VP total.)

4.5 VP Wins. The German starts the game
with zero (0) VP. At the end of every game
turn (see 5.2), check the German Victory
Tab\e (17.2 on the card) to see if the Ger-
man has gained enough VP to declare a
victory. For example, if at the end of Game
Tum t he has four or more VP play stops
and the German is declared the winner. If
he has fewer than four, play continues
until the next VP check at the end of the
next game turn.

If by the end of Game Turn 12 the
German has still not gained enough VP to
be declared thewinner, the Sovietplayeris
the victor. There are no draws.

4.6 Moscow Sudden Death Victory. The
instant the German gains control of both
Moscow hexes, that player should roll a
die. If that result is an even number, the
city's capture is considered to have sent a
psychological shock through the Soviet
system sufficient to bring on its compiete
collapse. In that case play stops and the

German is declared the winner no matter
what his VP total. If, however, the die roll
result is an odd number, the Soviets are
considered to have maintained their deter-
mination and the war goes on. (In that case
the German still gets his nine VP for Mos-
cow, which mightbe enough to givehim a
victory on points.) If by some chance Mos-
cow changes hands more than once, no

sudden death die roll is made after the first

German seizure of the place (VP changes,
ves).

Design Note. Since the end of the war
there has been a debate as to whether
the loss of Moscow would've spelled
doom for Stalin and his regime. The city
never was taken by the Germans, of
course, so we'll never know. More im-

portantly, though, the historical par-
ticipants didn't know either. Rule 4.6

simulates that uncertainty in the most
direct wav possible.

5.0[teftrnSe4tence
5.1 In general, every match oÍ Proud Mon-
sfer is divided into 12 "Game Turns." Each
complete Game Turn is divided into two
"Player Turn Couplets;" and both of those
are further subdivided into a series of se-
quenced steps (or "phases"). Cerman
player turns are always the first in both
couplets of all game furns.

Every action takenby a player mustbe
carried out in the appropriate phase of his

own player tums. Exception: the Cerman
player may conduct retreats-after-com-
bat during the Sovietplayer turn (see 14.32).

Once a player has finished a givenphase
and gone on to another, he may not go back
to perform a forgotten action or redo a
poorly executed one unless his opponent
graciously permits it.

5.2 The Turn Sequence is given below in
outline form. The rest of the rules in the
sections following this one are organized,
as much as possible, to explain things in

5. Normal stacking limits apply during

Historical Note. OKH stands for
OberKammsndo des Herres, or German
Army High Command.

Design Note. There Terms "ZOMO"

and "OKH Reserve Area" are also ap-
plied to the areas of Hungary and Ro-
mania. Their uses areexplainednS.zf f .

Beginners Note. This is war - don't
feel compelled to be gracious.
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the order they are encountered as you

progress through the game turns.

Beginnets Note. Ir the outline below,
in addition to omitting those phases
marked with omegas (ft), ignore the
references to "Mobile Assaults." You
will not use those rules in your play.

I. Mutual Reinforcement Phase

II. First Player Turn Couplet
Q A. First Couplet Weather Determina-

tion Phase
B. German Player Turn

Q 1. Replacement, Withdrawal &

Mechanized Refit Phase

Q 2. Ground Support AircraftCom-

mitment Phase
3. Movement & Mobile Assault

Phase
4. Prepared Assault Phase

C. Soviet Player Tum
Q 1. Ground Support Aircraft Com-

mitment Phase (Dec OnlY)
2. Movement & Mobile Assault

Phase
3. Prepared Assault Phase

III. Second Player Turn Couplet
f) A. Second Couplet Weather Determi-

nation Phase
B. German Player Turn

Q 1. Mechanized Refit Phase

O 2. Ground Support Aircraft Com-

mitment Phase
3. Movement & Mobile Assault

Phase
4. Prepared Assault Phase

C. Soviet Player Turn
Q 1. Ground SupportAircraftCom-

mitment Phase (Dec OnlY)

2. Movement & Mobile Assault

Phase
3. Prepared Assault Phase

IV. Victorv Check Phase

Design Note. There is only one Victory
Check Phase at the very end of each
game tum, nat orre after each PlaYer
turn couplet.

Q 5.3 Game Turn l Restrictions. The Ger-

man-side units that set up in the Hungar-

ian and Romanian ZOMO at the start of the

game may not move or attack in any way

during all of Game Turn 1.

No Soviet unit may move or attack into

those two countries during all of Game

Turn 1, nor may their suppiy lines enter

those countries. There may not be any

German-side movement from one OKH

PROUD MONSTER

Reserve area to the other during all of

Game Turn 1 (see 8.21f). Starting at the

beginning oí Came Turn 2, Hungary and

Romania lose this special status and both

sides may begin operating normally in

that area.

5.4 Game Turn 1 Length. Unlike all the

other game turns, Game Turn 1 (II June),
because it represents orLly eight days, has

only one player tum couplet in it. All other

game turns have two player turn couplets.

5.5 Rivers. All German units may com-

pletely ignore rivers, for both movement

and combat, during the first game turn.

Soviet units, however, treat them normally

for both their movement and attacking.

Q 5.6 Game Turn German 1 MAs.

Throughout Game Turn 1, Cerman MAs

cost only 6 MPs per round, rather than the

normal 7 (see section 15.0).

6.0 $tacking
6.1 Stacking is the piling of more than one

unit into a single hex. The general rules is

both sides may stack up to five units per

hex.

6.2 Stacking & Movement. Stacking rules

are in effect at the end of every movement

phase of all player turns, the end of every

German retreat after comba t (14.32), and at

the start of every Mobile Assault (section

1s.0).
If any hex is found to be overstacked at

any of those times, the opposing player is

immediately allowed to remove the mini-

mum number of involved enemy units of

his choice necessary to bring the violating

stackbackintolimits. There areno limits to

the number of units thatmaypass into and

through any given hex over the course of a

player furn and game turn.

O 6.3 German Particulars. German-side

brigades each equal a "halfunit" for stack-

ing purposes. German-side regiments and

battalions each equal a "quarter unit" for

stacking purposes.
There is an additional restriction on

battalions and regiments in that there may

never be more than four of them in any one

hex at those times during the game turn

when stacking mles are enÍorced (anynum-

ber may pass through, etc.). For example,

the German might have three divisions in

a hex, to which he could add up to four

battalions or regiments, for a total of "four

units'worth of stacking." To that stack he

could then still add two brigades/ or an-

other divisiory but no more battalions and /
or regiments.

Design Note. The HF Corps and Flak
Corps each count as one unit for stack-
ing.

O 6.4 Soviet Particulars. On the Soviet

side, every unitis a unit is a unit-no matter

what the organizational sizes involved.

O 6.5 City Stacking. Both sides' stacking

Iimits are doubled to 10 units per hex in

city hexes. Units attacking into city hexes

from non-city hexes do not enjoy this bo-

nus; only units actually located in city

hexes. Thus, since Moscow is the only

two-hex city, units attacking from one hex

of that place into the other would be the

only instance when 1O-high attacker stack-

ing could occur. See also L4.23.

Old Hands Note. Units Mobile Assault-
ing into a city must have their stacking
judged in the last hex enteted before

moving into the city hex for the MA. j
And no city hex to city hex MAs are l
allowed (see section 15.0).

Q 6.6 Free-Stacking Units. Ground Sup-

oort Aircraft and inÍormational markers
(aI those shown in 2.18) have no stacking

values and may be added freely to any

stack as called for by the particular rules

governing their uses.

e 7.0 AxisNlied Re-
strictions

7.1In general, the Axis-allied Romanians,

Hungarians and Italians may not stack

together.

T.2ltalian units may only stack with each

other, and no more than one Cerman unit

may also stack in any hex containing one or

more Italians. Further, no Italian unit may

ever move or attack on to the northem

mapsheet. And no Italian unit may ever

take part in an attack with any nationalities

of Axis unit other than Cerman.

7.3 Romanian units may oniy stack with

each other (up to the normal five units per

hex as given in 6.3), and no more than one

German unit may also stack in any hex

containing one or more Romanians (but

again, only within the overall five unit per

hex limit). No Romanian unit may ever

move or attack on to the northern map-

sheet. No Romanian unit may ever take

part in an attack with any nationalities of

Axis unit other than German.

7.4 The Hungarian Fast Corps may, within

the overall five unit per hex iimit,be added

7
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to any all-Cerman stack as iÍ it (the corPs)

wersa German unit of division size' The

HF Corps may never move or attack on to

the northem mapsheet. And the Hungar-

ian unit may ever take part in an attack

with any nationalities of Axis unit other

than German.

7.5 French, Croatian & Spanish units stack

and attack and deÍend exactly as if they

wereGermannationalityunits' Theseunits

may also move and attack on both

mapsheets.

8.0 ReinÍorcements/
Rep[acements
E Withfiawds

8.1- Reinforcements are new units that en-

ter play after the game has begun' Ger-

*at -sid".einforcements are identifiedby

having a game tumnumberprinted inthe

upper-left corner' That number corre-

róónds to the number of the earliest pos-

ribl" gu.tt" tum during which that rein-

forcement unit may enter play' Soviet rein-

forcement units are drawn from the gen-

eral pool of Sovietunits giveninthe counter

mix (see 3.5 and 17.6).
Both players may delay reinÍorcement

arrivals until later than called for by their

historical schedules. Delayed German-side

units should be piled in the OKH Reserve

Areas (the hedess zones along the west

map edges, see 8.2) until entered during a

Mutual Reinf orcement Phase'
Delayed Sovietunits shouldbe kept off

to the side, beneath a sheet of paper, or

somehow out of sight of the Germanplayer'

until entered. Such units are termed the
"Reserve of the SupremeHighCommand'"
In the Russian language, the historical ac-

ronym used for them was: "RVGK'" The

Soáet player may hold up to 10 units of

any types-and sizes in the RVGK at all

times. 
-Such 

RVGK units may leave the

RVCK to enter play (using normal rein-

forcement entry hexes) at the start of any

Sovietplayer turrs. New units may onJy go

into the RVGK at the start of game turns'

during the Mutual Reinforcement Phase'

when they are selected from arriving rein-

f orcements and rePlacements'

8.2 OKH Reserve Areas' There are two

OKH reserve areas, "North" and"SotÍh"'

shown on the map. The northem area is

adiacent to the ZOMO from hexes 1908N

to i025N, inclusive (but leaving out hexes

1913N,2013N and 2014N)' The southem

area is adjacent to the ZOllr4O from hexes

1026N to hexes 21155.
I

Desien Note. If you've forgotten, see

3.7 foï an explanátion of the "ZoMo"'

8.3 German Reinforcements (including

French, Croatian and Spanish units) al-

ways enter the game via the northern OKH

Reierve Area. From there they move into

play via any hexes of the northem ZOMO'

buvhs noimal terrain costs from the first
'n"* 

"n1"t"d, during either German move-

ment phase that game turn'
TÉ German maY hold them in the

northernOKHReserve Areauntil anylater
qame turn, at which time he may move

ihem into play as described above' Alter-

natively, he may choose to shift them into

the southem OKH Reserve Area' In the

latter case, the shift takes up one entire

player ïurn couplet for those uníts'' 
For example, note the German receives

several reinforcement units during Game

Turn 2 (I July). During the Mutual Rein-

forcement Phase ("MR Phase") that begins

that game turn, those units automatically

and immediately appear in the northern

OKHReserve Area.TheGerman (on a unit

by unit basis) might choose to enter them

aí during his movement phase of the first

game turn couplet; and/or he could delay

áome until his movement phase of the

second player turn couplet; and/or he

could immediately shift some into the

southern OKH Reserve Area' Units shifted

to the southern area would not be able to

enter the hex field there until the German

movement phase of the second player turn

couplet that game tum (at the earliest -

the 
-German 

might choose to hold them in

the southernOKHReserve Area until some

time after that)'
German r-mits shifted to the southern

area maybe shiftedback again to the north-

em area by simply reversing these proce-

dures. But once any unit is in play on the

hex field, it may never againbe moved (or

retreated after combat) off that active por-

tion of the PlaYing field.

Design N ote. For instructions on enter-

ittg il" 0-14 German ArKo siege artll-

lery unit, see 14'41.

"reinÍorcements" being delayed for later

entrv. (But note the restrictions on Game

Tum 1 OKH Reserve Area movement given

in rule 5.3.)

8.5 Italiary Romanian and Hungarian

Units always enter play via the southern

OKH Reserve Area. Such units may never

enter the northem OKH Reserve Area'

Romanian and Hungarianunits may never

enter hexes in the other's country'

8.6 Except for the restrictions of rule 5'3,

Soviet units may move and attack into the

ZO}r1;O (north and south). They may not,

however, move or attack into the OKH

Reserve Areas in any way'

O 8.9 Soviet Game Turn 3 Tank Brigades'

\vVhen Game Turn 3 is reached, the Soviet

player should set aside that group of 48
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Beginners Note. \Arhen reading these

.oË, ignor", U references to " Supply i'

you won't use those rules in your play'

8.7 Soviet Reinforcements may enterplay

via any Soviet-<ontrolled and supplied

City and/or Large Town hexes on the

map. They are placed in any such hexes the

Sovietplayer desires during the MRPhase

at the stari of each game turn after the first'

Stacking lirnits must be observed during

placement.
The Military District Cities and Large

Towns (shown in a gray tint on the map)

offer the Sovietplayer an advantage inthat

theyhavebeen developed to handle greater

numbers of troops at one time' This greater

capaciW allows for unit entry throughthose

heïes and all hexes adiacent to them'

For example, the most reinforcement

units the SovGtplayer could enter through

Riga (2705N) during any one gum"-qT

wàuld be 10, since that place is not a Mili-

tarv District Headquarters City'' Via Minsk

(28iZN), however, the Soviet might enter

up to 40 r"mits during any one game tumi

that's up to 10 units in the city hex itselí

and up to five more in each of the six

surrounding hexes. Note that this gives

two-hex Moscow the immense handling

capacity of up to 60 units per game turn'

8.8 Alt reinforcement units enter play at

their full step strength, in supply, and with

all their noimal movement and combat

capabilities immediately available'

Old Hands Note. There aÍe some re-

strictions placed on Leningrad r:nder
"Lake SupPlY" (see 8.9 and 9.16)'

8.4 Delaying German Starting Units' At

the start of the game, in the northern area

of the map, the German player will prob-

ably have more units available than he

wants to commit immediately to the still

close-in and restricted fighting front' Such

excess units may be held in the northern

OKH Reserve Area just as if theY were
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TBs. He then rolls two dice each game turn
(starting Game Tum 3) and receives that
number of TBs as reinÍorcements from this
group. Subtract 3 from the dice roll if
Leningrad is German controlled, on lake
supply, or entirely cut off from supply.
Subtract 3 from the dice roll if one or both
Moscow hexes are German controlled, or
if that city is cut off from supply. A dice roll
modified to less than zero does not create
a deficit for later tums. Roll two dice once
each game turn until all48 TBs are in play.
TBs received on subsequent tums are not
rolled for like these 48, and are received in
addition to whatever number is rolled.

Q 8.10 Soviet Game Turn L2 Ground Sup-
port Aircraft are not received if either
Moscow hex is German controlled or if
that city is cut off from supply. Further,
when received, the unit may only operate
within 10 hexes of Moscow.

8.L1 Soviet Guards Conversions. OnGame
Twns 7,10 and 11, the Soviet Reinforce-
ment Schedule (17.6) indicates "Guards

Conversions." The Soviet may substitute
the indicated number and trpe of two-
step Guards formations for that number
and $pe of counterpart non-Cuards units
on the map. For example, on Game Tum 10
(I Nov), the Soviet is allowed one Guards
Tank Brigade (TB) conversion. During the
MR Phase, he should search his units on
the map (andlor being held in the RVGK)
and remove one tried tank brigade, while
immediately substituting the Guards TB
counter into the same hex. The removed
one-stepper is permanently out of play.

The only strictures are: 1) the converted
unit must be in full supply, not Lake Sup-
ply or OOS; 2) the converted unit must be
in a hex not adjacent to any German-side
unit. If no tried unit of the tlpe to be
converted meets these two criteria, then an
untried unit of the same t1,?e may be con-
verted instead @ut it, too, would have to
meet these two criteria). Guards conver-
sionsareneverdelayed;they'reeithermade
when mandated or are forfeit.

All Guards units enter attheir full, two-
step strength and have all their movement
and combat abilities immediately avail-
able for use that game tum.

Q 8.12 Replacements represent levies oÍ
newtroops andequipment(notthemselves
PROUD MONSTEB

represented by counters) used to replenish
ground units weakened by combat losses
or to reclaim Soviet rifle divisions from the
deadpile. Each replacement increment (or
"step") is able to replenish one step of
combat strength. Once used, a replace-
ment step is permanently committed to its
receivlng unit; it can'tbe recalled or trans-
ferred to any other unit.

Q 8.13 Replacement Restrictions. German
replacements may onlybe used to replace
reduced German dfuisians of the following
types: Infantry, Air Landing Infantry, Light
l:rfantry, Mountain Infantry, Paratroops,
and Static InÍantry. No eligible German
unit once in the deadpile mav ever be
reclaimed from there during thé course of
a game. Axis-allied units never receive
replacements, but treat the German (Span-
ish) 250th Infantry Díaísion as a German
nationality unit for replacement purposes.

Starting on Game Tum 3, the Soviet
player may replace previously eliminated
rifle diaisions (only!) from the deadpile at
thestartof eachgametum. Hereceivesone
rifle division (never the two-step Guards)
per Military District City and Town hexes
that are in full overland supply at that
instant (the Mutual Reinforcement Phase
at the start of the game tums). In August,
that replacement rate is raised to two divi-
sions per Military District CitylTown hex;
then in September itrises to 3per hex; then
it increases to 4 per hex in October, 5 in
November, and 6 inDecember. Suchunits
are selected from the deadpile and entered
as if they were reinÍorcements, either di-
rectly into play or the RVGK within the
normal limits given earlier for both those
operations. Soviet replacements may not
be accumulated from tum to tum.
O 8.14 Replacement Procedure. Tobe able
to receive a replacement step, a reduced
German division of the eligible types must
beinsupply (attenuated supplyis O.K.). If
that stricture is met, simply flip the unit
back over to its full strength side during
the German Replacement, Withdrawal &
Mechanized Refit Phase of either player
tum couplet during any game turn. The
unit suffers no movement or combat pen-
alties for having been replenished. Fur-
ther, any given unit may be replenished
any number of times during a game.
O 8.15 Replacement Availability. The
German starts the game with 28 replace-
ment steps available for use throughout
the game. Two cormters are provided to
keep track of that declining amount on the
Victory Point Track printed on the map-

sheet. Within the strictures of 8.12and8.3,
the German player may commit any num-
ber of replacementsteps duringbothplayer
turn couplets of all game fums; but once
the initial allotment of 28 is gone, no more
are received.

Q 8.16 Withdrawals. Onty the German
player is required to withdraw units from
the campaign during the course of the
game. The schedule and unit types to be
withdrawn are given on the German With-
drawal Table (see I7.4 on the chart and
table card). Within the tJpes listed on the
chart, the German is free to select the exact
unit(s) to be withdrawn - such units may
be at reduced step strength. To be eligible
for withdrawal a unit need only be in
supply (attenuated supply is O.K.) some-
where on the map. Simply pick up the unit
and set it permanently aside; it will never
reenter play during the course of a game.

O 8.17 Declining Withdrawals. The Ger-
man may decline to make any withdrawal
except those of his Ground Support Air-
craft and Flak Corps on Game Turn 12. To
do so, he simply states he's declining a
withdrawal, on a unit by unit basis, and
then debits himself 1 VP per unit not with-
drawn. If he can't make a withdrawal be-
cause no unit of the called for tv"pe is avail-
able (due to having been eli-Áinated in
combat), no substitutions are made; sim-
ply debit the appropriate amount of VP.

Q 8.18 German Mechanized ReÍits. Only
German panzet and motorized inÍantry
dioisions are eligible to replenish their step
strength using this process. Exception: the
2nd and Sth Panzer Diaisions, which enter
on Game Twn7, never get to refit.

Q 8.19 Refits & Weather. All refitting is
permanently halted all across the map as
soon as the first M or S weather is rolled in
either weather zone (see section 13.0).

Q 8.20 RefitProcedures. Tobe able to refit,
an eligible unit must start a German RWR
Phase in supply (nof attenuated supply),
reduced one or more steps, and in a hex not
adjacent to any Soviet unit. Find the unit's
refit counter and place it atop the selected
division with the "Refit" side showing.
The refitting unit may not move or attack
in any way during that German player
turn. The Cerman player rolls a die and
consults the Refit Table (12.5); the refitting
unit is immediately replenished by the
indicated amount of steps. Any "extra"

steps granted by the die roll are simply
forfei! no eligible unit is ever made stron-
ger than four steps.

9

Desigr Note. There is no replacement
process for replenishing reduced So-
viet Cuards units within the course of a
8ame.
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At the end of that German player turn,

remove the refit counter and place it on the

Turn Record Track in thebox correspond-

ing to the present game tum, with the

division's I.D. showing. No eligible unit

may ever go through the refit Process more

than once during a game. (Neither are

units required to refit, but it is extremely

cool to do so.)
Within the above strictures, any num-

ber of eligible German divisions may refit

during both player turn couplets of all

game turns prior to the weather going bad

(M or S).

every ground unit of that side in the game
always exists in one of them. A Cerman
unit is "supplied" (or "in supply") if it is
located in a hex west of the "German At-
tenuated Supply Line" (or "GAS Line,"
running along the hexsides from 4000N/
4100N to 37155/38155), and it can trace a

supply path of hexes of any length to a

supply source, or is directly located in a

supply source hex. A German unit is in
"attenuated supply" if it is located in a hex
eastof theGAS Lineand can tracea supply
path of hexes of any length to a supply
source. A German unit unable to trace a
complete supply line of any length, no
matter what side of the GAS Line it's on, is
"out of supply" (or "unsupplied," or "cut

ofÍ").

Design Note. The entire Crimean pen-
i-nsula, over to and includinghex 38195,
isconsidered to liezuesf of theGAS Line.

9.7 EfÍects of OOS. No unit is ever reduced

or eliminated simply for being OOS; units

may exist indefinitely in the OOS state'

OOS units have their movement and com-

batfactors halved. \Àrhen rounding, round

up remainders. For exampl e, "halÍ" oÍ 5 is

3. When halving more than one unit in a

given battle, add up all the factors of all the

units to be halved, then make just one

division. (Of course, when halving move-

ment factors, divide each affected unit's

MF individually.)
German-side OOS urrits east of the GAS

Line don't consult the GAS Table when

attacking.

9.8 When to Check SuPPIY' Check the

supply status of each of your r-rnitsorstacks

at the start of its movement and again at the

start of each individualbattle in which it is

involved (exception: for supply and Mo-

bile Assaults, see 15.4). Units found to be

OOS at the start of their movement have

their movement factor halved for that

movement phase. Units found to be OOS

at the start of a battle in which they are

participating have their appropriate com-

bat factor halved. Important: \Aihen mak-

ing combat supply checks, determine the

status of participating units of both sides,

not just the attacker's units' German-side

units found to be on AS at the start of any

attack in which they are involved must

consult the GAS Table before finally re-

solving that battle.

9.9 Willful OOS. It is permissible for both

players to willfully move their units into

hexes wherein they wiil or may become

OOS or AS.

9.10 Soviet Supply Source hexes are any

and all non--enemy-occupied hexes along

the eastern map edges (60xxN/S). A So-

vieL supply source hex loses i ts supply

providing capacity while occupied by any

enemy ground units; that capacity is re-

gained the instant the occupation ends.

9.11German Supply Sourcehexes are any

and all non-enemy-occupied hexes of the

ZOMO, excluding onlY hexes 1913N,

2013N, and 2014N. Romanian and Hun-

garian units are further restricted in that

they may orLly trace to ZOMO hexes jn

their own countries. (German nationality

units may trace to Hungarian/Romanian

ZOMO hexes.)
A German suPPIY source hex temPo-

rarily loses its supply providing capacity

while occupiedby any enemy ground units;

that capacity is regained the instant the

occupation ends.
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8.21 German Security Divisions. The Ger-

man has nine security divisions in his or-

derofbattle. These donotnormallyappear

on the map, but the German may call them

outin groups of three duringtheMRphase

of any game turn(s). Each group called out

permanently debits the German 1 VP.

Called-out security divisions appear in

any in-supply, German-<ontroied city or

large town hex. They immediately begin

operating as 1-step infantry divisions.

Q 9.0 SUPPIY
9.1 In general, units of both sides require
"supply" to operate at their full (printed)

potentialformovementand combat. There
are no counters representing the supplies
consumed; instead, that process is repre-
sented through "supply line tracing."

9.2 Soviet Supply States. There are two
supply states for Soviet r-rrits, and every
ground unit of that side in the game al-
ways exists in one or the other of them. A

Sovietunitis "supplied" (or "insuppiy") if

it can trace a supply path of hexes of any
length to a supply source, or is directly
located in a supply source hex. If a Soviet
unit cannot do so, it is "out of supply" (or
"unsupplied," or "OOS," or "cut off")'

9.3 German Supply States.There arethree
supply states for German-side units, and

1 0

9.4 Supply Lines. A supply line (or "path")

consists of an uninterrupted chain of hexes

of any length traced (in the mind's eye of

the player) from the unit back to a vaiid

supply source. Such paths may enter and

cross all kinds of playable terrain' In addi-

tion, Soviet units may trace their supply

oaths into and across all-lake hexes and

Àexsides in all kinds of weather.

Supply lines may not enter or cross

hexes occupied by enemy units, nor may

they be traced across all-sea hexes or hex-

sides (exception: see 9.15).

9.5 Supplied units of both sides have their

full printed movement and combat factors

un^ilubl" for use.

9.6 Attenuated Supply (AS) EÍfects. Ger-

man-side units that have a supply line but

are actually located east of the GAS Line,

are on attenuated supply. Such units have

their full, printed movement and combat

factors available, and they defend nor-

mally, but must consult the German At-

tenuated Supply Table (GAST, 17-10) as a

final step before rolling the combat resolu-

tion die for both PAs and MAs. The effect

of the GAST is to either shift the Cerman

attack odds to the left (worsen them) or

leave them unaffected. Note that several

cumulative die roll modifiers are listed

beneath the chart.

Design Note. In attacks where some I
attacking units are east oÍ the GAS Line
and others are west of it, roll on the
CAST.

Design Note. The German's inÍantry-
class replacement process is swiÍter than
his mechanized replenishment Process
because the latter involves divisional
motor pool troops reclaiming and re-
building damaged and worn outtanks
and other motor vehicles. The infantry
process requires only the amalgamation
ór reinJorcement of already formed tac-
tical units. And since those divisions
are already moving at only a walking
pace, things can keeP simPlY moving
ahead at that slow sPeed.
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9.12 Appropiate Supply. The various sup-
plysourcesinthe gameworkonlyforunits
of the proper side or national army as
described in the rules above. If, for ex-
ample, the Germans captured a Soviet sup-
plysourcehex,itdoesnotbecomeasupply
source for them.

9.13 Oranienbaum. Soviet units in hex
4100N always share the supply state of
Leningrad (4201N). Nosupply line tracing
is involved, but if Leningrad becomes Ger-
man controlled, or cut off even from Lake
Supply (see 9.16), and Soviet units in
Oranienbaum can't trace their own supply
line normally to the east edge,
Oranienbaum is OOS.

9.14 Lakes. As given in 9.4, Soviet units
may always trace their supply lines across
all-lake hexes and hexsides; German-side
units may only do so during "S" weather
(see rJ.,/ ano 1/.1).

9.15 The Sivash & The Kerch Straits. The
Sivash consists of the two all-sea hexsides
shared by 321 55 / 32165 / 33155. The Kerch
Sfraits consist of the two all-sea hexsides
shared by 37195/38195/38205. Those are
the orrly all-sea hexsides on the map across
which supply lines of both sides may be
traced. (For more on those hexsides, see
12.16, 13.7, 14.20 and 15.3.)

9.16 Leningrad Lake Supply.  i f
Leningrad's only available supply line
crosses one or more all-lake hexes or hex-
sides, that city is said to be on "Lake Sup,
piy." \A4rile on Lake Supplp Leningrad
cannotfunction as a Military District Head-
quarters City (meaning it can only receive
one stack of reinÍorcements per game furn
-see8.7). Further, the dierollfor theGame
Turn 3 Soviet TB group is modified (see
8.9).

vide supply for one or two hexes of units.
There are no range restrictions on the place-
ment of aerial supply; any German-side
unit or stack an)'where on the map can be
given aerial supply. Only one aerial sup-
ply counter may be used per hex.

Non-mechanized units on aerial suo-
ply have their ful l  movement and combat
abilities. Mechanized units on aerial suo-
ply have their ful l  combat capabil i t ies, but
only have movement factors of six (6).
\A/henmoving, aerial-supplied stacks must
stay together with the marker; any leave-
behinds or split--offs become instantlyOOs
(or whatever supplystate they're dropped
off or move off into).

Eligible German infantry-class units on
aerial supply can receive replacements if
they don't move or attack thatplayer turn.
German mechanized can never refit while
on aerial supply.

German units attacking on aerial sup-
ply while east of the GAS Line must stiil
consult the GAS Table.

The aerial supply markers may be rede-
ployed at the start of every German player
furn.

9.19 Von Paulus'Pause. The German can
escape having to use the GAS Table by
declaring a "pavse" at the end of Game
Tums 2 or 3. A pause lasts for three com-
plete player tum couplets. Thus, for ex-
ample, a pause declared at the end of Game
Tum 2 would last through all of Game
Turn 3 and the first couplet oí of Game
Turn 4.

During a pause, German-side units
continue to function normally in all ways
except they cannot attack in any way, MA
or PA. Soviet operations are completely
unaffected. After the pause, German op-
erations resulne with the added benefit
that the German player may completeiy
ignore the GAS Line for the rest of the
game.

The German is notrequired to declare a
pause, and may even abort one before it's
completed. (In which case, of course, no
benefit is gained.)

I
I vastly improved logistical sifuation.

Three "Pause" markers are provided
in the counter mix for use on the Turn
Record Chart.

9.20 German Supply Concentration. An-
other way the German can escape the GAST
and the effects of attenuated supply is to
declare a "supply 

concentration." That
means all available suppiy is concentrated
to support 18 units for offensive
operations.The German can declare sup-
ply concentration at the begiming of any
of his piayer tums; and it canbe rescinded
or reaffirmed at the start of all subsequent
Cerman player tu rns any number of t imes
during piay. Aerial suppiy is unavailable
during concentrated supply player turn
couplets.

When declared, the German should
immediately place ali 18 Supply Concen-
tration Markers atop the units he wants to
get the supply. The selected units are nof
automatically in supply; they must still
trace a supply line to the west, but they are
freed from all GAS Line considerations.
The German is not required to select all
mechanized divisions to receive this suo-
ply (though i t 's certainly most eff icient i f
he does so), nor is he required to keep
selecting the same units when he rede-
ploys the markers at the start of each of his
player turns.

The effect on all unselected German-
side units is that they may not attack in any
way/ nor may they move more than one
hex. Their defense strength is still deter-
mined by normal supply tracing require-
ments.

o 10.0 Aircrafr E Hatr
10.1 Flak Corps. The three German Flak
units are normal mechanized units in re-
spect to supply, movement costs, etc., but
they may never attack in any way (nor may
they "ride along" on MAs). On the de-
fense, Flak's effect is to cause all Soviet
Tank units attacking thathex to halve their
attack factors.

The only strictures for generating this
effect are: 1) the Flak hex must be in full-
overland, attenuated, or aerial supply; and
2) there must be at least one non-flak unit
in the German-occupied hex. Flak caught
alone, or stacked onJy with other flák,
merely defends with its regular defense
factor.

All surviving flak is withdrawn during
the first German RWR Phase of Game
Tum 12 (see 8.16).

1 Í

Design Note. German players: if you
can'tmanage to take Leningrad dírectly,
or get into hex 4300N, the key to stran-
gting the city lies in occupying hexes
4301N, 4401N and 4500N. HistoricalJy,
the Germaru onty got into 4301N.

9.17 Soviet Black Sea Port Supply. Soviet
units in Black Sea ports of Odessa (25125),
Sevastopol (29195), and Novorossisk
(40225) and also the Southern Ports Hold-
ing Box, are always in supply in those
hexes and box. Units outside those hexes
may not trace supply to them.

9.18 GermanAerial Supply. The German
has two aerial supply counters he can use
throughout any and all game furns to pro-
PROUD MONSTEB

Design Note. Gen. von Paulus (of
later Stalingrad fame) figured out in a
staff study, shortly before the inva-
sion began, that iÍ the German army
halted its offensive operations for 20
days sometime in mid-july to allow
for the staging forward of the main
Wehrmacht supply centers they'd be
able to resume campaigning with a
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Design N ote. By early December, healy

flak ammo was too scarce to allow tnose

units to go on having the same great

effectsthËyhad earlierin thecampaip'

10.2 German Ground Support aircraft are

committed during the CommitmentPhase
(step 8.2 in the turn sequence) of wery

è"t-utt player turn prior to Game Turn

12. Simply place them, no more than one

oer hex, on utty German-side stack any-

*h"r" on the maP. TheY staY with the

selected stack, supporting its combat op-

erations on offense and defense, until the

start of next Commitment Phase'

Each German aircraft unit is worth a

variable number of ground supportpoints
(that is, combat factors) every player tum

àouplet (see 17.8). Those points are simply

aaaea to the total oÍ German-side attack

and defense factors in the supported stack

whenever it enters combat (MA and PA)' If

a supported stack splits up, the German

simify picks one unit or portion of the

sta& to continue receiving the support

while the other units move off' No battle'

however, may ever have more ground

support points figured into its total than

tn"à u.".o*Uat fàctors being contributed

by ground units in. the supported stack'

Ignore any excess air Points'
Ground support has no íange requre-

ments, nor dóós it trace suppty, though

giving ground supPort to a stack does not

Ë,, itsËÈ over tum ihe need to check CAS

íir:te ,ul"s. Ground support may never be

given up to satisfy step loss requirements'
- 

All German ground support is perma--

nently withdrawn from play at the start ot

Game Tum 12.

10.3 VIII FliegerKorps' Thoughby Soviet

standards virtually all the German planes

and pilots committed to Barbarossa were

of excellent quality, that was particularly

true of Gen. von Richtofen's VIII

FliegerKorps' Without doubt, its overall pi-

lot"qualiff was the highest, and it was

always moved around to give t"Pfg.tl to

the Schwer7unkf. Accordingly, in addition

to contributing its normal ground support

factors to battles, the VIII also generates a

one-column combat odds shift in the sup-

ported German units' favor'

10.4 Soviet Ground Support' The single

Soviet ground support unit, representing.

sortiesïown históiically by the planes of

the Red Air Force's 6th Interceptor Lorps'

becomes available at the start of Game

Tum 12. It operates the same way as Ger-
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man aerial support, with a support tactor

of five (5),butnever anycolumnshifts' The

aircraft marker is not received if one or

both Moscow hexes is German controlled'

or if both Moscow hexes are OOS at the

start of GameTum 12. Further,theíthmay

never enter hexes farther than 10 hexes

from either Moscow hex'

Design Note. The holding box counts

as a port.

Historical Note. At the end of 1947,

only the Moscow area had the concen-

traáon of ajrfield facilities necessary to

support such an efÍort'

o ll.0 $ouiet Sea
Mosement

1L.1 In general, only some of the Soviet

player's r,rnits may use seamovement, and

àrilí itt tn" Stuck Sea' Tank and Motorized

RiÍTeDioisionsmay not use sea movement;

all other Soviet unit ty?es may' The gen-

eral rule is the Soviet player may have up

to five eligible units involved in Black Sea

movement during each of his player turns '

1.1.2 Procedure. Units to be sea moved

must begin a Soviet movement phase in a

oort hex (see 9.17) or in the Southern Ports

irolding box. From there they may b9

*ot"d" to any other Soviet controlled

port(s), or into the holding box, or to an

amohibious invasion. The Soviet player

should always complete all sea movement

before any land movement is begun' Not

all sea movement during a given turn need

originate or end in the same hex as long as

thóverall five unit per tum limit is kept'

Units using Port-tG-port sea movement

may not make a further ground move or

attack that same PlaYer turn'

11.4 Invasions' The Soviet player may use

his sea movement capabilities to make an
"invasion" an)ryvhere along the Crimean

southern coasi from 28175 to 36205, inclu-

sive, once during each of his player turns'

This capacity doesn't exist in addition to

regulaiport-to-port sea movement; it is

part of that overall five unitper tum caPac-

ity.
The invading unit or stack is tempo-

rarilv placed in the all-sea hex closest to

the coástalhexbeing invaded' If thathexis

not enemy occupied, immediately move

the invaders ashore - they may not move

farther or attack that same player turn'

If the hex is enemy occupied, make the

invasion PA the first one to be resolved in

the coming Soviet Prepared Assault Phase'

All such Jttacks suffer a one column left-

ward odds shift in addition to any nor-

mal odds shifters that might apply' AII

invading units are considered fully sup-

plied tËoughout the Soviet player turn of

iheir landing; after that they must trace

normally, either directly overland or by

getting themselves into some nearby port

hex.
If the invasion PA fails to clear the

attacked hex of enemy units, all invading

units are eliminated. If the invaders get

ashore, they must then obey the same stric-

tures as those given above for unopPosed

landings.
Theie is no "evacuation off thebeaches"

oossible for invaders; all sea movement

itarts in Ports or the holding box'

l2.0GroundMorcment
L2.1 In general, every ground unit tn the

game hJs a "Movement Factor" printed.in

its bottom-right corner' That factor is the

number of "Movement Points" (also called
"MovementFactors," or "MFs," or "MPs")

available to the unit to use to move across

the hex grid during its side's movement

phase each PIaYer tum couPlet'
Units màve from hex to adiacent hex

(no "skipping" of hexes is allowed)' pay-

i.g"utióá.oàts to do so, depending onthe

Wie of unit moving, and the terrain in and

atong the hex being entered'
TÉe movement of each player's ground

uni ts ta kes place onl y d urin g his ownplayer

turn's movement phase' No enemy move-

ment takes place during you own player

tum. Exception: retreat-after-combat (see

14.32).
12.2 Limits. MPs may notbe accumulated

from turn to turn, nor may they be loaned

or givenfrom one unitto another' Aplayer
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11.3 Entering the Holding Box' Newly

arriving Soviet reinforcement units may

be placéd directly into the Southern Ports

holding bo*, rather than entering through

a largelown or city on the map' Likewise'

Soviét units may be deployed from the

RVGKinto thebox. Butunits maynotenter

thebox and then use sea movement d uring

the first player turn couplet of that same

game tuin. There are no stacking limits in

in" notait"tg Uox, but once there, units may

onlv exit via sea movement' Units in the

holáingbox are always in supply' There is

no *ay for the German player's units to

attack or occuPy the box'
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may move all, some ornone of his units, as
he chooses, in each of his movement phases
throughout the game. Units that move are
not required to expend all their MPs before
stopping. The movementof eachindividual
unit or stack must be completed before
thatof anotherisbegun. A pláyer mayonJy
adjust the position of an already moved
unit or stack if his opponent allows it.

12.3 Minimum Movement Ability. Each
ground unit is guaranteed the ability to
move at least one hex during its movement
phase by expending all its available MPs at
thebeginning of its movement. This guar-
antee does not allow units to enter hexes or
cross hexsides that are otherwise imr:rass-
able to them.

Old Hands Note. Nor does 12.3 allow
mech units to automatically launch
MAs.

12.4 Enemy Units. Your ground units may
never enter hexes containing enemy
ground units.

Old Hands Note. For a critical excep-
tion to 12.4, see section 15.0.

12.5 Stack Movement. To move together
as a stack, units must begin their side's
movementphase already stacked together.
But units are not required to move to-
gether simply because they started the
movement phase in the same hex - such
units might be moved together, individu-
ally, or in smaller sub-stacks.

12.6 Splitting Stacks. \Alhen moving a stack
you may halt it temporarily to allow a unit
or sub-stack to splitoff and move away on
a separate course. The units left behind in
the original ("parent") stack may then re-
sume their own movement, even splitting
off other units again, if desired. But once
you begin moving an entirely different
parent stack (or individual unit that began
in a different hex), you may no longer
resurne the movement of the earlier stack
without your opponent's permission.

12.7If units with differing movement fac-
tors are traveling together in a stack, the
stack must use the movement factor of the
slowest unit. Of course, as the slower units
exhaust their MFs, you may leave them
behind and continue on with the faster
ones.

12.8 Terrain & Movement. All terrain fea-
tures on the map are classified into two
broad categories: Natural, and Manmade.
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Both of those categories are divided into
several different tlpes (see below).There is
never more than one type of natural terrain
in any one hex. More than one type of
manmade terrain may exist in one hex
along with the natural stuff.

12.9 Natural Terrain. There are five tvpes
of natural terrairr on the map:Clear, Forest,
Hills, Marsh, and Rivers. The effects those
various terrains have on the movement of
ground units are described below, and are
summarized on the Terrain Effects Chart
(or "TEC," see 17 .9) for quick reference.

12.10 Clear terrain is the "base" terrain of
the game. It's just that - clear. That is,
hexes with only clear terrain in them rep-
resent areas devoid of any nafural features
that would enhance defense or slow move-
ment at this level of operations. Each clear
hex costs all ground units 1 MP to enter. All
city hexes are considered to have a base of
clear terrain.

12.11 Forest hexes represent areas where
the primary ground cover is trees. Each
forest hex costs mechanized r-rnits 2 MP to
enter, while non-mechanized units pav 1
MP. See atso12.20.

12.12 Hills represent areas dominated by
hilly or broken terrain. All mechanized
unitspay3MPperhillhexentered;cavalry
and mountain infantry pay 1 MP, and all
other non-mechanized units pay 2 MP.

12.13 Marsh hexes cost non-mechanized
units 2 MP per hex entered. Mechanized
units pay 4 MP per Marsh hex.

12.14 All-Sea hexes may only be entered
according to the strictures of rules section
11.0, and then only by certain Soviet units
(see section 11.0).

12.15 Rivers run between hexes, along the
hexsides, rather than existing in-hex iike
the terrains described above. Al1 non-
mechanized units can cross river hexsides
by paying one extra movement point
(shown on the TEC as " +1"). "ExÍra" here
means in addition to the terrain cost for
entering whatever hex is crossed into. AII
mechanized units can cross river hexsides
bypayingtwo extra movementpoints (+2)
to do so. Normally eligible units can re-
treat- and advance-after-<ombat across
rivers (see 14.32).

12.16 The Sivash & The Kerch Straits are
defined in rule 9.15. All ground units of
both sides are eligible to cross those hex-
sides, but to do so they must start their
side's movementphase already stacked in
a hex with the Sivash/Kerch hexside to be

crossed. The crossing then uses up all their
available movement factors for thatplaver
tum (see also73.7,14.20 and 15.3).

12.17 Manmade Terrain exists in seven
types: the Intemational Border, Towns,
Large Towns, Cities, Fortifications, Heavy
Fortifications, and the Stalin Line.

12.18 International Borders are in them-
selves just lines drawn on the map be-
tween the German Reich and the USSR.
Accordingly, those borders have no direct
effect on movement or combat (but see
5.3ÍÍ).

12.19 Manmade Terrain has no effect on
movement. The movement cost for enter-
ing hexes containing manmade terrain is
determined by the natural terrain in them.

A 12.20 The Minsk-Moscow Highway
runs between 2817N and 5017N. It's only
effect is to allow mechanized units of both
sides moving along its course to enter for-
est hexes for oniy 1 MP each. But the high-
way completely and permanently ceases
to exist with the advent of the northem
weather zone's first M or S weather (see

section 13.0).

12.21 Cumulative Effects. The total move-
ment cost for entering any hex is always
the sum of all the applicable terrain types
involved. For example, a mechanized unit
crossing a river hexside into a hill hex
would pay a total of 5 MP to do so. Thatis,
3 MP to enter the hili hex, and 2 "extra" to
cross the river hexside.

12.22 Off Map Movement. Except within
the provisions of 8.16, no unit once in play
on the map may be moved, advanced, or
retreated off it.

Design Note. Sovietplayers: thatmeans
the same unit may not go into and out
of the RVGK more than once per game
(see 8.1 ).

Old Hands Note. Despite the mythol-
ogy aboutit herein theWest, the Minsk-
Moscow "htgkl:.vv ay" hardly qualified
as ihat by our standards. The healy
mil-itary traffic the war placed on it
quickly ground its surface to pieces,
and the autumn rasputitsa entirely fin-
ished it off for the year.
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o 13.0 Weather
13.1 In qeneral, at this scale of simulation'

weatheï makes i tself  fel t  by affect ing

g r o u n d  c o n d i t i o n s '  ( T h e  w o r s e n i n g

ïeather aloft is partially the reason for the

declining German Ground Support Air-

craft strengths.)

13.2 Weather Zones' Note there are two

weather zones delineated on the maP' a

Northem Zone (NZ) and a Southern Zone

fSZ. fn" NZ is far larger than the SV'

which only exits on the south map in the

Crimean área. Both zones may share the

same weather, or each may have i ts own'

depending on the die rol lwhen consult ing

the Weatl ier Table (17' l '  on the card)'

The SZ's weather is always the NZ's die

ro11 minus two (-2)' Don't make two dre-

rolls. Consult the table once at the start ot

"tà.y ptuy". turn couplet beginning with

Game Turn 7 (II SeP)'

13.3 D means Dry' There is no effect on

movement or combat'

13.4 R means Rains have begun' Ail Ger-

man-sideunits lose oneMP (-1) fromtheir

movement allowance during R couplets'

There are no effects on Soviet uruts'

13.5 M means enough rain has fallen in a

short enough time to generate q:l".tut

Muddy quágmire conditions' All dry

*eutná, in-nex terrain costs are doubled

for both sides; but hexside terrain costs

,"-ui, ' t  unchanged' No Mobile Assaults

can be conducted bY either side'

13.6 F means temperatures have generally

állen belo* Freezing, resolidifying the

ground, but there is no or l i t t le snow' lne

Ëffects are the same as D weather' except

al I units completely ignore rivers for move-

ment and cómbat, and marsh hexes are

treated as if they were clear terrain in D

weather.

13.7 S means temperatures continue be-

low freezing, but now deeP Snow. also

clogs the ground. All units ignore rtvers'

thóivash]and the Kerch Straits for move-

ment and combat Treat marsh as clear

terrain; but al l  D weather in-hex terrair. t

aort, ur" now doubled, so marsh is now 2

MP per hex for all r-rnits, as is clear terrair'

NoMAs are allowed'Units canmove across

ufi-fui." hexes and hexsides, but may still

not end their move in all-lake hexes' nor

mav they attack across all-lake hexsides'

rn iaai,ion, all soviet Prepared 1=':1f:
receive a one column righwàrd odds sruÏt

on the CRT.
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Desisn Note. The two Sivash hexsides

ur" ór,rid"r"d to lie in the southern

weather zone (see 12'16)'

divided and applied to more than one

battle. Likewise, no defending unit may

nárr" pu.t of its defense factor attacked by

or-r" oi u few attackers, while another part

is attacked by others' No attacking unit

Áav attack more than once peÍ combat

pháse, and no defending unit may be at-

iacked more than once peí combat phase'

14.5 Attack Sequencing' There is no artifi-

.àt n-l on the number of attacks each

plaver may resolve during his combat

ff.át". fn" u ttacker need not decla re al I his

ittu.tt beforehand, and he may resolve

them in any order he wishes, as long as the

resolution of one is completed before that

of the next is begun'

13.8 Deep Winter. The first time S is rolled

for the Northern Zone, that becomes the

weather there Íor the remainder of the

qame. But keep rolling (and subtracting 2)

For weather inihe Southern Zone until that

result also yields S for the first time'

13.9 Refits. AllGermanpanzer andmotor-

ized infantry division refits permanently

cease the first time M or S weather occurs

in either weather zone'

13.10 The Minsk-Moscow HighwaY is

,".rnurl"r-rtly neutralized the first time M

or S weather occurs in the NZ'

14.0 Gombat - HÈ
Pared Assaults

14.1 In general, combat takes place be-

t*""., ui|u.".tt opposing units during the

combat phases in every player turn cou-

piet. Atiacking is always voluntary;.the

mere fact of opposing units' adjacency does

not necessitate combat, except as gty"l 
T

L1.4. The player whose player turn tt  ts '  ts

considered 
"the attacker," and the otner ts

considered 
"the defender," no matter what

the overal l  si tuation across the map'

Beginners Note. Battles that take-place

atuing the Combat Phase are,reterred

14.6 Stacks on the Attack' It's not neces-

sarv for all the units you have stacked in a

niu'"n t.r"* to participate il the same attack'

ënm" of the units might attack into one

àefender hex, while others attacked into

,o^" otn".(t), or simpiy didn't attack at all'

No defendingtrnit, though, may ever reruse

combat.

e, 114.7 Fog of War' Neither player may

ever look Éeneath the top unit of enemy

stacks until the time comes in the combat

resolut ion Process for odds computation'

ór-r." un examination has been made' the

attacker may no longer call off that attack'

io urï ' lr"pured Assaults" ( 'PAs.) r
That's as opposed to battles that take t

olace during the movement phase an.d ,
àre called "Mobile Assaults" 1"Mes") |
You won't be using MAs in Your PtaY'
but vou need to know those two abbre- |
uiadons to be able to use the TEC (see I
17.e). ___ l

14.2 Multiple Defenders' If there are t\'vo

oÍ more ".t"-y units in a hex being at-

ia.ked Uy yoniuttitt, yott tttay onlyattack

that stack ás if itwere one large' combined'

defending unit.

14.3 Multi-Hex Attacks' An enemy occu-

pied hex may be attacked in one PA by as

many of your units asyoucanbring tobear

fro* ot-tl, some, or all the surrounding

hexes. Flowever, no more than one hex

mav ever be the obiect of any one attact<'

For examPle, a unit in 2407N may not

attack into both 2406N and 2506N during

the same combat Phase'

14.4 Indivisibility of Units' No single at-

tacking unit may have its attack Íactor

L4.8 Combat Procedure' Normally the at-

tacking player should str ive to have more

"iiu.f."r".,óo involved in a given battle

inur-,,t't" a"t""der has defense f actors' Such

battles are called 
"high odds" attacks' To

,"rolu" such f ights, the attacking player

must begin by àalculat ing his-"odds"'Do

that by ,aOittg up the attack factors of at l

the atíacking 
"t 

nits involved in the battle;

tnen add ,lf tn" defense factors of the

"rl"^u tinits defending in the battle' Di-

vide /hat defender-total into the attacker-

total,  and ror 'rnd down any remainder'

Beqinners Note. In your games bo-th

plJv"r, are always free to examine the

àtf-t'"t't stacked units'

Hieh Odds Example: 26 attack factors

ur."7 .i"f",-rr" faciors yields an odds

ratio of 3:1. That is,26+7=3j1, which

rounds downto 3. To tumthat 
"3" into

a ratio, you must set a "1" next to it on

tlrerighi. Thus "3"becomes "3:1" (which
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is read "3-tc-1""), which corresponds to
a column-heading on the Combat Re-
sults Table (CRT) printed on the chaÍt
and table card (see 17.7).

14.9 Poor Odds Attacks. Battles in which
the attacking force has fewer combat fac-

tors than the defender are called "poor

odds attacks." Procedures are modified in

thatnowyoudivide thedefender'stotalby
the attacker's; round up remainders, and

set the "1" on the left side.

Beginners Note. "High Odds" and
"Low Odds" attacks are simply terms
oí convenience, good Íor nothing more
than indicating which of the two calcu-
lating procedures you'll use fora given
battle. It 's possible to have
successes with low odds attacks, and
fiascoesathighodds. tn general. though,
the higher your combatodds, thebetter
the chances for success in any attack.
That is, you want to be aftacking on tJre
right side of the CRT (4:1, 5:1, 6:1, etc.).
And, of course, in situations where the

two sides have precisely the same
amount of combat factors, no math-
ematics are necessary; odds will be 1:1.

14.10 Odds Limits. Note that the column
headings on the CRT range from 1:3 to 7:1.
Odds greater than 7:1 are resolved without
a die roll; their result is always "0/8."

Odds less than L:3 are also resolved with-

out a die roll; their result is always "4/0."

14.1,1 Combat Modifiers. The odds ob-
tained in the odds calculation processes
given in 14.8 and 14.9 may be modified
("shifted") by the terrain in the defender's
hex and/or around its perimeter. All ap-
plicable combat modifiers are cumulative
in their effects. That is, in every battle all
applicable modifiers are determined and
their effects taken into account before the
final odds ratio is determined and the die
is rolled to get a combat result.

fJ1,4.12 Minimum Combat Factors. Note

that no lone unit or stack in the game ever
has its combat factors reduced to below
"7" for any reason or combination of rea-

sons. \\rhenever stacked or multi-unit or

multi-hex situations arise wherein com-

bat factor reductions are to be made,

total all the units' factors liable to a com-
mon reduction(s), and then make just one
grand reduction (and round up any re-

mainder).

Q 14.13 Ground Support. See section 10.0;
and see 15.5 for Ground Support and MAs.

Q 14.14 Concentric Assault.If a defending
hex is attacked by units in opposite hexes,

or by units in three hexes with one hex
between each and the next, or by units in

more than three hexes, that attack gains a

one column rightward (1R) odds shift, In

the diagrams below, the defending unit is
being concentrically assaulted:

I n otu Hands Note. The concentric as- ]
sault odds shift ls available when at-
tacking intact fortifications, healy for-

tiÍications, and the Stalin Line. It is not
available, however, when Soviet units

attack German-side units in "hedge-

hogs" (see 14.40).

Design Note. A good part of the odds
shiftobtainedbytheattackerwhencon-
ducting a concentric assault is due to
the disruption such a tactic has on the
defender's logistical situation and sup-
port apparatus. I

14.15 Clear & Forest. Units defending in

clear or forest hexes derive no benefit to

their defense because of that terrain.

L4.16 Hills. Units defending in hill hexes

always receive a one column leftward (1L)

odds shift. For example, a 3:1 would be-

come a 2:1.

Q 1.4.17 Mountain Infantry r-rnits attack-
ing into hill hexes use their defense factor

as their attack factor when calculating com-
bat odds for that battle.

l
l
l
l
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Old Hands Note. Don't forget to take
both sides' immediate supply
sifuation into account. See 9.8.

Beginners Note. The meaning of the
results on the CRT is explained below.

Poor Odds Example. A force with 5
attack factors is attacking a force with
11 defense factors: a "poor odds at-
tack." Dvide 11 by 5 (11+$=t.21, un6
round up (2.2 becomes 3), then set the
"1" on the left ol that " 3," yielding odds
of I:3 ("1-to-3").

I

I f2 Old Hands Note. See 15.10 for an
I importantexceptionaboutforesthexes.

Goncentsic fissault Ënmples (14.14)
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14.L8 Marshes generally have no combat

effects, except both sides'tank (panzer),

assault gun, and armored reconnaissance

units have their attack factor halved when

attacking into suchhexes. Further, no MAs

may be launched into such hexes'

L4.19 Rivers. If all the attacking units in a

givenbattle are attacking across river hex-

sides, the deíenders in thatbattle receive a

one column leftward (1L) odds shift.

14.20 Kerch Straits & Sivash. If all the

attacking units in a given battle are attack-

ing across major river hexsides, the de-

fenders i n that battle receive a two col umn

leftward (2L) odds shiÍt. Further,bothsides'

tank (parzer), assault gun, and armored

Reconnaissance units have their individual

attack factors reduced to iust one (1) when

attacking through such hexsides.
lmportant Note. For the purposes of

14.19 and 14.20, if iust one attacking unit is

coming in across a non-water hexside, no

defender shift is received.

O Old Hands Note. Remember,
weather changes have effects on
terrain's combat effects (see 13.0)'

14.2L Towns by themselves do not gener-

ate any odds shifts (but see 14.40).

L4.22Large Towns. Units defending in a

hex with a large tormr in it receive a one

column leftward (1L) odds shift.

14.23 Cities. Units defending in city hexes

receive a two column leftward (2L) odds

shift. Further, both sides' Ioss points are

doubled, with zero (0) results becoming

ones (1). See also 6.5.

Beginners Note. Completely ignore
fortifications, heavy fortifications, and
the Stalin Line in your play.

íl'L4.24 Soviet Fortifications ("Forts") al-

ways exist in one of three states: "uncom-

p\eïed," ":ir'thact," or "destroyed'" At the

start of the game, the Luga, Leningrad,

Y yazma,Mozhaisk, and Moscow fort lines

are incompletei a1l others are intact.

Q 14.25 Aborting Uncompleted Fort Lines.

An entire uncompleted fort line is aborted
(never achieves "intact" status) if any Ger-

man-side ground unit enters one or more

hexes of itbeÍore that line's activation game

turn begins (see the SFAT, 17.3). Uncom-

pleted forts generate no combat effects

orior to their line's activation.
Note the Leningrad "line" actually con-

sists of only one hex (4300N), and Tula
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(4921N) is considered part of the Mozhaisk

Line. Note also the Luga Line has twcr

portions, a northern portion (3801N -

4303N), and a southern portion (4003N -

4105N). If a German move aborts the un-

completed southem portion, the northern

portion remains unaffected; but if the un-

completed northern portion is aborted, the

southern is also automatically aborted.

Unaborted, both portions activate at the

start of Game Turn 3.

í].14.26 Destruction of Intact Fort Hexes

occurs only on a hex by hex, not line by

line, basis. A Soviet-occupied intact forti-

ficationhex onlybecomes destroyed when

German-side units launch an attack (MA

or PA) into the hex, eliminate all the units

defending there, and then occupy the hex

in an advance-after-combat (see 14.39)'

Once destroyed, a given fortification hex is

considered destroyed for the rest of the

game - after that, only the natural terrain

in the hex will affect movement and com-

bat there.

3re are no Ger-
map.Ifneeded
: of the hedge-
thecountermix
ioviet forts and
iwherealineof

t>14.27 Forts in Combat. Soviet units de-

fending in intact fort hexes receive a one

column leftward (1L) odds shift in addi-

tion to any other applicable combat modi-

fiers due that hex.

tr 1.4.28 Heavy Fort Defensive Shift. So-

viet units defending in intact fort hexes

receive a two column leftward (2L) odds

shift in addition to any other applicable

combat modifiers due that hex. Other than

this difference, forts and heavy forts are

completeiy the same.

Q L4.29 Forts & German Supply. German

supply lines may never be traced into or

through intact fort or heavy fort hexes.

Q 14.30 The Stalin Line doesn't share any

of the characteristics of forts and heavy

forts beyond the "intact/destroyed" reck-

oning. That is, the Stalin Line starts the

game intact, but Soviet units defending in

those hexes each receive only a plus-one
(+1) combat factor boost to their defense

factors. For example, a 3-1'-7 and 3-3-5

stacked together in an intact Stalin Line

hexwouldbe reckoned as a 32-7 and3-4-.

5, respectively, when defending there.

German supply lines can pass into and

through intact Stalin Line hexes.

L4.31 Final Combat Resolution. After all

applicable modifiers have been applied

and a final CRT odds column determined,

the attacker roils one die and consults that

chaft (17.7) to get a "combat result." For

example, a roll of "5" at7:L yields a result

of "0 
/  5."

I nesign Note. Got that about the odds

?r' r'"j'l,1Ïl.'I :l :i: lryf *l : l :i:fiers first, then go to the CRT and find
your odds column. For examPle, if
you're attackingat20:L odds and there
are modifiers operating that give a 2L
shift, you're actually attacking at 18:1.
Meaning you resolve it without a die
ro11 as an automatic "0,/E" result. You
don't conveftïhatà}:llo a7:1 (the high-

i est column on the chart) and shift 2L
from there.

14.32 Combat Results. The number to the

left of the slash applies to the attacking

force; the number to the right applies to the

defenders. The numbers in a combatresult

maybe absorbed in two ways: 1) step loss

and/or unit elimination; and 2) defender

retreat. Note, however, that the defender

retreatoptionis available onlyto Cerman-

side defending units in PAs. The defender

must always completely absorb his com-

bat result in each battie before the attacker

absorbs his.

Q 14.32 German-side Defender Retreat.

Only the German player has the option of

retreating ail of his involved defending

r.rnits in a battle one hex (never more) in

order to satisfy one increment of his com-

bat result. The retreating unit or stack may
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O Old Hands Note. Forts, HeavY Forts,
and the StalinLine canbe MAed (with-
out any special combat reducfion to the
mechunits, etc.), and the Luftwaffe can
fly ground support for units attacking
into them. Further, all those defensive
works have no intrinsic defense values,
and when unoccupied by Soviet com-
bat units, may be entered freely (and

I thus instantly aborted or destroyed) by

I anymovingGerman-side ground units.

Q Old Hands Note. There are no Ger-
manfortificationson the map. Tf needed
as a reminder, use some of the hedge-
hogma rkers included in thecountermix
to designate destroyed Soviet forts and
heaw forts. In situations where a line of
such hexes has been destroYed or
aborted, place one marker at each end
of it.

Beginners Note. In
option 2 above.
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retreat into any adjacent hex empty of
Soviet units (intact, but empty, forts, heavy
forts and Stalin Line, O.K.). If there is more
than one such hex available, the German
player must retreat his units in the direc-
tion that takes them closer to their nearest
source of supply. (If more than one route
fulfills that requirement, it's his choice.)
Q 14.33 Retreat Movement doesn't cost
any MPs and has nothing to do with the
movement costs involved in Movement
Phase movement. Retreating units, though,
must still observe normal movement pro-

hibitions. Forexample, retrea ting units may
not retreat into all-sea hexes., nor may
units retreat across Sivash or Kerch Straits
hexsides unless S weather is in effect in
their zone.

Note also that retreating is an all-or-
nothingproposition for the defending units
involved. That is, the German player may
not retreat just one or some units from a
defending stacking, leaving others behind.
A1l go, or all stay, and the move of the
entire retreated force (no matter how many
steps or units it contains) satisfies only one
increment of the combat result. Stacking
limits must be observed in retreat move-
ment. If the only retreat path open would
result in overstacking in that hex, the de-
fending units must stand their ground and
absorb their entire combat result as steD
losses.

Q74.34 Retreating Into Battle. If defend-
ing German-side units from one battle
retreat into a hex containing other Ger-
man-side units, and that new hex comes
under attack that same combat phase, the
units that retreated into the new hex in no
way contribute to their new location's de-
fense. Further, if the defenders in that new
hex receive any combat result other than
" 0" (zero), thejust-retreated-in units from
the earlier battle are automatically elimi-
nated, and their elimination doesnot serve
to satisfy any of the current combat's de-
fender result.

satisfies one increment of a combat result
oÏ "2i' elininating the unit would entirely
satisfy the full result.

With two exceptions, step losses may
be apportioned by each player among his
involved units in each battle as he sees fit.
The first exception applies only when the
attacker (MA or PA) has one or more panzer
or tank units involved. In such cases, the
very first attacker step loss must be taken
from one such unit. (Note that motorized
infantry/rifle, assault guls and armored
recon units are not considered "oanzer/

tank. "; 41iur g.la tfirst-attacker-lossrequire-
ment is met, the second restriction - this
time applied to both sides'units - is that
no involved unit may be entirely elimi-
nated before all involved units have been
reduced to a single strength step.

Whenever a defending German force
will both retreat and take a step loss, it
should absorb the step loss first, in the
original hex, then perform the retreat.

o.14.36 Soviet Cavalry Divisions & Bri-
gades. All Soviet cavalry divisions and
Sovietbrigades ofeverytype count each as
only a half-unit for purposes of satisfuing
LP requirements. For example, if two So-
viet brigades were stacked in a hex and
attacked, with the attacker scoring 1 LP
against them on the CRT, both those bri-
gades would have to be eliminated to sat-
isfy that one LP requirement.

L4.37 Zero Results. 4 "0" hero\ combat
result means the units of that side are not
affected in any'way - no reheats, no step
losses (but see 14.23).

1.4.38 "E" Results mean all involved de-
fending units are "Eliminated." That is,
they are completely destroyed and re-
moved from the map to the dead pile.

14.39 Advance-After-Combat. Whenever
the defender's hex in a Prepared Assault is
left vacant of deíenders, whether by elimi-
nation or retreat, the victorious attacking
units may advance-after-<ombat into that
hex (stacking limits must be observed).
Such advances are not considered oart of
normal movement, and they don't  cost
any MPs, but advancers must still observe
normal terrain prohibitions.

Advancing is an option; they are never
mandatory. But the decision to advance or
stay must be made immediately after the
battle is resolved and before that of any
other is begun. Further, it is not necessary
for an advancing attacker to try to stack-
full the newly won hex; he may send just
one or a few units, if he wishes, rather than
a ful l  stack. Also note there is never any
defender-advance-after-<ombat; victori-
ous defenders simply hold their place.

14.40 Hedgehogs. During the December
game turn, the German player may form
his defending units and stacks into all-
around defensive formations cal led
"hedgehogs." Hedgehog declarations are
made (and rescinded) at the very start of
both German movement phases that game
turn. Only German units (and any Axis-
allied stacked with them) in Town, Large
Town and City hexes are eligible to form
hedgehogs. Supply state and Soviet adja-
cency isnota consideration. Place ahedge-
hog marker atop the selected hexes.

The effect is to deny suchlaagered units
the retreat-after-combat ootion and all
abi l i ty to attack. Further, [he hedgehog
itself generates a two column leftward (2L)
odds shift for the defenders (in addition to
whatever would be normally available in
the hex), and also makes it impossible for
the Soviet to gain the concentric odds shift
when attacking them. Supply is still fig-
ured normally, and hedgehogged units
can receive aerial supply.

Italian, Hungarian, Romanian, Croat,
Spanish and French units not stacked with
at least one German nationality unit can-
not form their own hedgehogs.

14.41 German ArKo. The 0-1-4 German
siege artillery unit is a reinÍorcement unit
with no specific entry tum. That is, the
German may "orgarize" it out at the start
of any game tum. The unitisplaced inany
German-controlled and supplied (attenu-
ated O.K.) cityorlarge townhexnotnextto
any Soviet unit at that instant. The unit
cannot move during the first player tum
couplet after it's called out; after that it
maneuvers like any non-mechanized unit.

The unit never attacks on its own, but if
stacked with other units that are making a
PA into a city, large town, fortification or
heavy fortification hex, the effect of its
presence is to increase the defenders'com-
batresult (notthe die roll, the result) by one
(1). Once called out, the ArKo staysinplay
until elirninated. The ArKo counts as a
whole unit for stacking pu{poses.
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Old Hands Note. Retreat-after-<om-
bat is never available in MAs, onlv PAs.

Beginners Note. Read and use orÍy the
first paragraph of rule 14.35 in your
play. Apportion step losses among yolrÍ
involved units as you see fit.

14.35 Step Losses. Every strength step given
up from involved units satisfies one incre-
ment of combat result. For example, flip-
ping a twestep unit to its reverse side

PROUD MONSTER

Design Note. Given the structure of the
fwo armies, the second paragraph of
14.35 will have much more effect on
German play than it will on that of the
Soviet. Also, be sure to review rule
L4.23 1\ relation to step losses.
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15.1 Mobile Assault' All mechanized units

;;;A;à;t.an conduct a sPecial form of

án".t."*i"a out during movement' This

ïr'."ri"J 
"rt'robile Assault" 1"yA")' All

torr"t of t"".ftanized units can participate

í"vret, u"r.otorized infantry / rifle must

be accomPanied bY at least one tanK

io."t"O, àsruult gun or armored recon

,IJtï"tt be invJved in that same^MA'

15.2 MA Procedures' To conduct an MA'

an eligible moving unit or stack enters an

J."-*] o..upled h"ex, paying 7 MP to do so

;è;muo, fr a MP to do so if soviet' In

;;;;tH;; ""t possible for a given eligible

irech unit to conduct multi-round MAs'

but s"e rule 15'6 for the excePtion'

15.5 Ground Support for MAs is permit-

ted. See section 10'0'

15.6 Multi'Round MAs may only occur

il;;; G"^" Tum 1 when German units

ui" .o"na".ti"g them' During that game

iï.,, c".**"MAs cost ontY 6. MP lf a

Ga meTum't German M A doesn't succeeo

;;ilG " defended hex of all defender

r.rnits, tha"t player may either: L) run an-

o,ln". fUe *iUn the same attacking unit or

J,J ir ia nut 6 MPremaining ( recalculate

,Lï.iat before resolvirg ghe combat) or

2) he may place the assaulting toÍce bacK.ln

ií" r,á" iir"r. before the MA and end its

movement there'
Other than German units during Game

Turn 1, no single unit or stack may ever

;;íu-rnuË-rot"'d MA' If a Mobile

erru.rttit g force doesn't clear the attacked

n"* "f uf f ó"-y defenders' then option no'

tJ;.- above is the moving player's only

choice. Other mech units may move for-

i"urá to *ut" their one-round MA against

that same stubbom defender hex'

15.7 Stacking and MAs' Stacking limits by

Mobile Assaultingunits mustbe met inthe
'n"ïft"- 

*f.rtcft tËe lr4a is Ueing launched

"ial,t" i*o", it is launched' (The "launch"

ttl" itU,t" one the MA force was in just

Uàtoi" "^t"ting the defender's hex') The

t,á.fittg limitJ for the units of the two

ooooriig sides are mutually exclusive

',Jilni" tÈ" assaulted hex itself'

15.11 Forests.Units defending againstMAs

iur^.n"a it,o Forest hexes received a one

;il;Lf*ard (1L) odds shiftbecause of

that terrain.

15.12 Soviet Cavalry (not German or Axis-

;il;;t *"Y P"rf orm MAs -both bY them-

;;ï;; ;d'in coniunction with soviet

ï".n"^t"a units' The important differ-

ence, however, is that once the cavatry

i-ru.r" *"t.iU"ted their attack factors to the

;;;*;;;t"tation of the MA' theY (all

ili,ï.io"ri'"g cavalry) are immediately

[U*t"ár"a, índ that elimination does nof

,uritzu u"v of the Soviet LP combat result

il;;"t óe generated once the resolution

ái" ir ró["alff a two-step soviet Cuards

Cavalry Divisionis participa'*9 * 
T Ïi

it is reduced one step (not automafically

eliminated like its one-step cousms)'

15.13 MA & PA' Within the strictures-;;";;it 
Possible for the mechanized

".ia, of both sides to both MA and PA

during the same PlaYer tum'

L5.L4 MA Resolution' Within the limits

and exceptions given above' MAs are re-

solved inthe same way as PAs'

o 15.0 Gombat - [fll]
bile Assaults

ftn",..L"a infantry alone cannot MA'

15.3 MA Limitations' MAs may never De

launched into marsh hexes; nor 
T1y 

"oI

16.0 llesigner's llotes
My philosoPhies on game {es1Sn 

tn

seneral and on ihis system in particuJar are

ïo *ell known bY the vast malorlry oÍ

""-*Ë*n" will play Proud Monster that

i'*ïái".t", to "*p"nd -''tth more ink on

in"^ n"t" . L"t's iuit say my note taking for

*hut.rr"ntuully became this game began

when I first disappointedly packecl uP ano

;;ó"my "i1iY'r ota-s'Pt's w ar in the
'Easf 

almtst 20 years ago' The data-gather-

aË'.""*""a'untit a"iinl aevelopmental

b.Ëakthro,lgn occurred when Ted Raicer

;;iJl; ;" ï" a much more recent Phone

cott rersation, 
"Well, why don't you use

itr" PCC untried unit sYstem?" Duh!

Of course, between those two events

Iav numerous other oft- and seldom-

"i"u"a east front games' two graduate

á#á"t.*a a diplóma in Russian' along

It'iil.áí*r"ts d iscussions abouti ust wh.at-

in-hell was really going on cluÍlng

Barbarossa."-. 
io t"* i, "p, I have attempted to use all

mv leaming in both history and game

látgrr to p"rovide a meóanically clean'

ofuuïUf" yet accurate' depiction of what

il;;;""á - *d could've haPPen5d; at

iníá".t"rl*al and strategic levels when

the best army in the world attacked tne

;i;*" u.-y io the world' I believe most

íf,'o;u" come this far with me will agree

irr" r.r."""a"d' (Shut uP' Berg') O
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15.8 StackEligibility'Inotder tobe able to

rr{Á tog"th"iduring a given movement

ohase, éligible mechanized units must oe-

;;tlt"i frhase already stacked together'

ili"áo"t "ot require all mech units start-

itn u *ou"*"nt phase stacked together to

*3"" *a Vo togetheu some could be left

behind or go off on separate courses/ etc'

15.9 No Automatic Advance' Unlike PA

combat, there is never an automatic ad-

iru..*uft"t-ombat available to victori-

orrc Vte to.."s' Their movement is entirely

dependent on their abiliry to pay aPPro-

oriut" rrrot"*ent costs' Of course' since an
tnnïit.."ttaered 

to take place within th,e

defender's hex, victorious MA uruts wtu

alread,V be where an advance-atter{om-

i.iï.l"ra take them in prepared assault

combat.

15.10 MAs & Rivers' Defenders get the

.í"t .o*Uut shift bonus when receiving

urlilÀrto^ u force that entered their hex

nï ...ttitt* " *ater hexsid' But remember

,fit, Uu *itJotovisions of rule 5'5 the Cer-

i'*tí*"tàlvers for all purposes during

GameÍurn 1'

t" f"I".ft"a anylvhere during M gt I
;;rh"t. No MAs may ever be launched

Jir".,f u ft.t" "ne ci$ hex into another city

t"-. ïik"*tte, no MAs maY ev-er be

i;;"h;á across sivash or Kerch straits

il;iJ;t. And the concentric assault 1R

column shift is never available for MAs'

Ás it PAs, MA attackers must absorb

all combat results as steP losses'

The zuaranteed ability of units to move

at least óne hex (1 2'3) does not give mecna-

ii""ïJ,t tl"" ability to always launch an

Vfït rn" "tt""fting unitor stack musthave

r"iii.ià"iltrp, uuáilubl" to pay for an MA

or it cannot be made'

15.4 MA Supply State' The supply state ot

*n" á"J".aàt á an MA is determined at

ifr" *tt*, .f Uattle' The supply state.of the

"ttu.ti"e units in an MA is what it was

á"a"t*i-í"a to be at the start of movement'
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I
Proud fUlonsler by Ted S. Roirer

ln Generql
The basic strategic question ínProud

Monster will be familiar to most who've
played other \Á/WII east front wargames:
will the Germans concentrate their mecha-
nized íorces against Leningrad and Mos-
cow, despite the fact the terrain favors the
defense around those two cities, or will he
send those units south to operate on the
more open steppes of the Ukraine? But
veteran east front gamers are warned not
to try to answer that question by simply
adapting theirfavorite campaignplan from
their favorite strategic-level Barbarossa
game. There are significant differences
betw een P r ou d Mon st er and Íhe other qames
covering this topic.

Soviet Set Up
Within broad historical parameters,

both players are free to deploy their forces
as they see fit. For the Soviets, the initial
deployment is critical. Though the Soviet
player can't win the game with a good set
up alone, he can go a long way toward
losing it with a bad one. A large number of
the IZ forces should be deployed along the
Minsk-Moscow Highway, from where
they can easily move west or south. A force
of 20 or so rifle divisions should be de-
ployed within easy reach of Leningrad to
man the Luga line on turn three. Riga and
Minsk should be strongly held at first,
even though those places will be lost dur-
ing game turn two.

Though the Soviet FZ forces north of
Lvovare doomed, deploying the 36 mecha-
nized divisions in the south, out of the
immediate range of most of the German's
straight-leg troops, should enable them to
survive at least until turn three. Elsewhere,
deploy in depth wherever possible to force
theGerman to echelon his mobile assaults.
Against any competent German player,
the Soviet should give up the idea of de-
ploying his mechanized stuff forward for
an offensive into the German ZOMO. Re-
member, the German deploys second.

Supply Considerulions
Pocketed enemy units don't simply

die off; they must be eliminated in combat,
Proud Monster

and don't forget unsupplied units can still
attack. That's especially important on turn
one, when any Soviet divisions breaking
into the Greater Germany ZOMO could
immediately end the game. Preventing that
tends to tie up a great deal of the German
infantry to make the initial pockets abso-
Iutely secure.

Farther along, the Soviet player can-
not rely on the GAS line alone to halt the
German advance. The panzers don't tum
into pumpkins just because they're east of
that line. If the German player is only one
objective away from victory - or feels he
has a shot at Moscow - he can always use
the concentrated supply option.

Untried Units
The use of untried units for the Sovi-

ets, combined with the fog of war rule,
eliminates the "factor counting" style of
play. That untried rifle division could be a
1-1-5 or a 6-7-5, and both players can do
nothing about it except hope for the best
while preparing for the worst. At the op-
erational level, then, risk - carefully cal-
culated risk - becomes unavoidable. In
general, the German should seek to mobile
assault unstacked rifle divisions with a
force no smaller than a panzer corps of two
or three divisions, or a motorized corps of
two divisions supported by up to four
assault gun battalions.

Gernon ReÍits
It's vital for the German to make opti-

mal use of the refit rule. All eligible units
should have undergone the process no
later than turn seveÍL or you risk the chance
of an early mud season aborting every-
thing. It's probably best to wait until a unit
has taken two step losses before refitting to
maximize the potential number of steps
regained.

Soviet Operulionol Tethnique
After turn two, the Soviet should al-

ways try to maintain the 10 units allowed
in the RVGK. Five rifle divisions and five
tank brigades are a good mix. The rifle
divisions can garrison a town threatened
by an unexpected breakthrough. The tank

brigadesshouldbebroughtonwithinrange
of a weak part of the Axis line. Five bri-
gades descending unexpectedly on a single
inÍantry division or a stack of Romanians
can inflict considerable damage. Don't
worry that the tanks don't return - there
are more where they came from.

Vidory
Unlike most other east front games,

there is really no pointinProud Monster at
which the Soviet can iust cut and run for
the east. That player must conduct a care-
ful fighting withdrawal all summer long.
While major Soviet counteroffensives are
out of the question until at least Novem-
ber, that side can never survive by con-
ducting a passive defense. The Soviet
should always be willing to attack when he
can be reasonably sure of getting 2:1 odds
or higher and the situation is such that he
doesn't have to strip his defense elsewhere
to mass for the attack.

As for the German player, he's going
to have a lot of fun the first two game turns,
but he has to resist the temptation to try to
go for everything at once. l\rhile the mecha-
nized stuff is best used from positions
where they can threaten multiple objec-
tives, you must remember they don't have
theabilitytoactuallytakemorethanoneor
two at a time.

The German must guard against be-
ing distracted by the many possibilities his
early successes will open up: plan your
work, then work your plan. The mecha-
nized units must spend every turn moving
and fighting in a deliberate manner and in
a deliberate direction. If you find yourself
using a furn to redeploy to some new axis,
you've probably forfeited the game right
there. There simply isn't time for it before
weatherand supplyweakenyou decisively.

September is most likely to be the
crucialmonthforbothsides. If theGerman
is going to win on points, it will most often
happen on game turn six or seven; after
that the situation begins to change. But
even after turn seven, a German player in
striking distance of Moscow should never
give up - a couple lucky weeks of frost
could still give you the game. O
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ll.l Gombat Results Table (GnT)
17.8 German Avialion
Gorps Strength Table

(GAGST)

Gqme Ground Support
Turn Foctor Shength
I  - l l J u n e  4
2 - l J u l y  l 0
3 - l l J u l y  I
4 -  lAugust  8
5 -  l lAugust  7
ó - lSep tember  6
Z - ll Seotember 5
8 - lOctober 4
9 - l lOctober 3
l0 -  lNovember 2
'l 

I - ll November I
l2  -  lDecember 0 -Withdrown

Die Odds Rotios
Rof l  l :3  1:2 t : t  2 : t  3 : l  4zt  5: l  ó : t  7 :1

I
2

4la 4lo 3/0
$la 3lo 2/a

2íA" '21. . i
2/ l  ' l '1,

I / t
L,fl:

| lr 112 0/3
r12 013 0/3,

3
4

4/O 3/O 2/0
AlO 2lO 2l l

r l r  1 /2  r /2
|  /2 1/2 0/2

1/2 O/3 o/4
o/3 0/4 0/4

5
ó

4lo 2/r r/1
411 |  l r  112

1/2' Aft :,,At3".
O/3 0/3 O/3'.'

,A/:4 . Al5
,915 Al5

013
ol4

Odds worse thon 
' l 
:3 ore"4f 0." Odds greoter thon Z:l ore"0fE."

17.9 Terrain HlectsGhart (IEG)

Combot
Effects

Terroin
TyPe

Movement Cost
Mech/Non-Mech

17.10 Gsrmgn IfibHlaM
Supply Table (G[ST)

A*qck
Odds Shift
0
I L
I L
2L
2L
3t

Cumulotive ModiÍiers:
+l in M or S weoiher
+1 in Sepfwnber, Odober, Norernber
+2 in December

Die
Roll
I
2
3
4
5
ó>

Cleqr

torest

Hills

Morsh

1 / r  NE

2/l IL for MAs only, otherwise NE

3/21 tt
tCqv-l - tMtn lnf-t Mtn lnf ottocking inio moy use

deÍense foctor os qttrock foctor

4/2 Usuolly NE; bur Pz, AG ond Recon
ottocking inl,o ore holved

!ry.q, +21+l

All-Loke/Seo M NA

SiváshfKerch Strqits All/All tsee l2.lól No MAs ocross. 2t Íor Ptu. All
, . . .

TEC Notes:
*Mech poys only I per hex when on

Minsk-Moscow Highwoy, see
I  l . zu -

NA= Not Allowed.

NE=No Effect.

OTIH=Cost determined by Other
Terroin ln the Hex.

#L=Shift odds Left ihot number of
columns on the CRT.

Cities ond Lorge Towns shown in groy
iint ore Militory District Heod-
quorters, see 8.2.

@Lugo, Yyozmo, Mozhoisk ond
Moscow fort lines don't exist ot
stort of ploy, see 14.25 & 17 .3.

Town OTIH NE; but moy receive Hedgehog,
see 14.40

lorge ïown OTIH I I moy receive Hedgehog, see
14.40

Cib/ I / | (Stocking x2) 2L ond oll [Ps x2 (0= I )

Stolin line | /l All Soviet unils receive +l lo fieir
Defense Foclrors

onH

oïH

oTtll .See 9.ó. . . . . . .  . . . . : .

Fortificotions@

Hetnry Fodificotions

Crerrnon Atlrenuqied Supply Line

i ï t
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l7.l WeaÍher ffi GNtart
(wEG)

Couplet

17.2 Gsman Uic{ory
Tabtc (GllT)

End of Minimum VPs
Gome Turn br Germqn Wn

lt.3 Sot,iet Foilificalion
trcliualion Table (SFtrT)

FoÉ. Acitvqtres Stort
Line oÍ Gqme Tum
Lugo 3 - l lJuly
Leningrod 3 - l lJuly
Vyozmo ó - lSeptember
Mozhoisk/Tulo 6 - lseptember
Moscow 9-ll Octrcber

Note: oll other fortificotions ore octive
Írom the stort of ploy.

Oct l-l
Oct l-2
ffi
ffi

ffi
Nov l-l
Nov l-2

D  D I D  D  D  R  I R  M
D  D I D  D  R  R  I M M
ffi
ffiIa1trËï"Ë eflo*,'ïM lr
W
R  R I M  M  M  F  I F  F

I -  l lJune 4
2- l  Ju ly  8
3 - l l  July 13
4 - f A u g u s t  1 7
5 - llAugust 22
ó - lSeptember 26
Z - ll September 28
8 - lOctober 30
9 - ll October & After 3ó

17.5 German ilechanizd
f,efit Table (GilnT)

Die
Roll
I
2
3
4
5
6

Steps
legevered
I
I
1
I
2
2

Dec l-l
Dec l-2

M F
F F

F S S S
s s s s

S S
S S

17.4 German Withdrawd Table (GffT)

Crome Turn 9 - ll October

C'qme Turn I0 - | November

GqmeTurn I I - ll November

Gome Turn 12 - | December

xl Jëger Infontry Division

x2 Infontry Divisions

xl Covolry Division
xl Infontry Division
x1 HF Corps

x3 Flok Corps
x5 Aviotion Corps
xl Infontry Division

17.6 $oviet Set Up E treinÍorcement $chedule (SnS)

Gds Gds Gds Gds GSA
RD CD TD MRD RB MRB TB RD* CD* MRD' TB* (8.IOI

trry$ry r:i
.*.$êi$lF&- 

- r:: :'i.:
, l i  

, . ' :

Gome Turn 
'l

Gome Turn 2

Gome Turn 3

l 1  6  -

ó 0 9 5

?

4 I 48s
Gome Turn 4

Gome Turn 5

Gome Turn ó

2 0 8

1 4  4

r 0  3
4
I 5

Gome Turn Z

Gome Turn 8

Gome Turn 9

6
20
7

,|

? I

- 6

- l

I  1 3

8 7

1

I

Gome Turn l0

Gome Turn I I

Gome Turn I2

20
6
3

2 1

3

I

I

1 4

5

1 2 4

I

Ssee 8.9 *Guord conversions oer rule 8.1 I


